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SETTLEMENT Of

WINNER

rPRIZE IN THE

Iude

Hathcox, Albuquerque

1

7,471,400
7,030,400
6,341,000
4,580,100
3,721,600
3,323,250

'

3,697,000
Gallup
3,531,500
$150 in Cash, Mrs. C. Martinez, Gallup
$75 in Cash, F. C. Groman, East Las Vegas. 2,915,300
1.966.200
$50 in Cash, Rene Divelbess, Holbrook
$30 in Cash, Mrs. Florence Saul, Dawson. . . . 1,805,500
$25 in Cash, Miss Sophie Martin, Gallup ..... 1,565,400
District No. 3
Chevrolet Tour. Car, T. H. Bowland, Belen. 11,118,000
4,545,000
$150 in Cash, F. C. Burgess, Socorro
$75 in Cash, Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns. 4,479,600
3,226,200
$50 in Cash, O. E. Lovan, Clovis
2,972,400
$30 in Cash, Margaret Radcliffe
2,349,600
$25 in Cash, L. J. Stone, Clovis .
We, the undersigned judges, named as the committee to take possession of the ballot box in The Albuquerque Morning Journal's Salesmanship Club Campaign and make the final count of votes, were present
and took possession of the ballot box at 10 o'clock Sunday morning, December 25th, the hour and date named
for the final count. The above named candidates win
the prizes as set forth opposite their respective names
together with the total number of votes polled by each.
.'

31,-00-

ternoon until long into the night
persons in all parts of the stato
'phoned to the Journal, asking for
information regarding the progress
of the count.
Not .within the- - history of this
paper has a newspaper circulation
campaign attracted the enthusiastic and widespread interest that
was shown during the race that
closed at 10 o'clock last Thursday
night. The last week of the camwas
notapaign
especially
ble.
Rivalry was intense but
friendly and The Journal feels assured that the successful ones
merited the prizes for which they
so earnestly strlved.
The number
of votes turned in by the club
members and their friends wis
fairly staggering, and when the
committee of Judges met to undertake the task of counting them :t
would have been dlscouragingly
laborious but for the keen Interest
even they felt in the BUccess of
the campaign and, the knowledge
(Continued on Page Two.)
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LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at i p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university
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RESTS

HER BOY
IN THE GREAT

4 IRE REPORTED

ITALIAN MONUMENT
(By Tbe Awiui'tairil

Pnn.)

KILLED,

1

HURT

2 BROTHERS ARE

FIRE; 2 PERISH
Loss Estimated at

0

$500,-00-

to $600,000;

Missin Build-

ing Men Roomed
ing Where Blaze Started,
FIREMEN WORK HARD
TO CONTROL FLAMES

Quarter Block of Three Story
Buildings at Fourth and
Jackson Streets Completely Destroyed,
(Br The Amnrlntrd rrew.)
Sioux City, Iowa, Dec. 25. Two
persons are believed to have lost
their lives in the fire that broke
out in the heart of tho business
district at midnight Saturday and
which was brought under control
it 3 o'clock Sundtty morning. The
loss Is estimated at $500,000 to
$ti(i(),000.

The missing are Thomas Fivnn.

37, auto dealer, and C. J. Graven,

m

KILLED

GALE

I.a-bo- r;

elevator man, both of whom
roomed
in
the
Massachusetts
building, in which tha fire started.
completely destroyed tbe
quarter block of three story buildings located at the southwest corner of Fourth and Jackson streets.
Fanned by a stiff wind, the blaxo
raged for more than" two hours before firemen had it under control.

Meet Death When a Small nsbmonu
in Which They
.
Wt'lU

VYUIKIillJ

Over By

50-Mi-

15

DIUWII'

Wind.

le

'
(By The AfltuieinliMl lreMi,)
San Francisco, Dec. 2 5. Louis
Silverman, 30, and his brother,
Klgle, were killed on a ranch near
Hayward when a small building in

JX

"ot-eS-s

Mlab-Buildi-

d'S;

V" unu '"any olfices; the Jones
1'i.imi More, nunors siioe
l'rento cafe, V.Mn Brothers' store;
men's
furnishings store, the People's hotel and the Glenn hotel.
Tho fire broke out within a
of tho 17th anniversary of tho day
destructive
fire of December
in,
904, when two entire business
blocks in the same location were
razed, entailing a property loss of
more than $3,000,000.
Incidentally last night's fire started in identically tho same Bpot a3 did the
fire of 1001.
1

which they were
working whs
blown over, Christmas, and a fifty-mil- o
gale arriving together along
the central California ccast.
Vessels in San Francisco bay were
blown from their moorings and several thnt had put 4o sea sought
their harbors.
The ferry boat Garden City was LEGION AUXILIARY

bo-in-

HAS NEWSECRETARY
estinrv. No one was iniured.
Kerry service between San Fran-- a
(By The Asuoilllted rresn.)
elseo, Oakland and Alameda was
Topeka, Jvans., Dec. 20. Mis
t intervals, while tho
suspended
Fmma,
IN
on
waters
the
the
gale whipped
bay elected Hadorn, of Pratt, newly
I left 2,300 men back there nndinto
stato secretary of tho
huge waves',
they ail should be piven their
has
Trolley traffic, hero and to a American leqlon auxiliary,
erty," he said. "They are all my lesser degree in the cities across tho been active in educational work.
friends."
(By TI.., Aaiorlnlrd rrrM.)
lie also declared heibnv mi bamnered bv obstructions She resigns as clerk of tho board
Barbourville, Ky., Dec. 25. Four would work for the release of which fell across the wires and of education and secretary to the
men were reported killed and ono what he characterized 'as political tracks. Communication lines were Pratt superintendent
of schools to
Small buildings were take her new position at Topeka.
seriously wounded in a gun fight prisoners,
disarranged.
Convicted in 1918.
Aliss Hadorn, who is 30 years
at Klys, late today. The dead, ac-- 1
unroofed, windows broken and
Debs was convicted in Septem-Rus- s
old, studied three years
cording to telephone reports, are
at thsigns displaced.
As the day advanced, the gale Kansas Stato normal, with comBaker, chitf of police of Bar- - her, 191S, for obstruction of the
merce as her major subject. After
bourville; Tim Pino of Barbour- - draft, and was sentenced to ten subsided.
His friends carried the
At Martinez, across tbe bay, sev- leaving the normal she taught
vllle; Jim Bodkins and his son, 'years.
Chick Bodkins of Klys. Another fight to the United States supreme eral launches were sunk and larger commercial sub.'-ct- s
for one
in Kiowa county hlsh schoolyear
SevBodkins is said to be badlyjcourt which, in March, 1!H9, up- - craft f) ragged their anchors.
a:
held his conviction and he was eral sjnall buildings were unroofed Greensburg. Then rhe was elected
wounded.
Tho shooting occurred in a re- taken to tho Moundsville, W. Va., and many telephone poles were to her present position which shn
A few months later blown over, and a
mote part of the city.
oil has held for one and a half years.
penitentiary.
he was transferred to the Atlanta tank partially collapsed.
Before entering college she taught
for several years In the rural
prison. Last spring he went to
and
5 MAIL PLANES ARE
n
Washington without escort for
city schools tif Marshal county.
PARIS MILLINERS GO
The new state secretary is eligiDESTROYED BY FIRE conference with Attorney General
DOWN TO THE SEA FOR ble for the American legion auxDaugherty in connection with efforts to obtain his pardon.
iliary through her brother, Fred
(By Tho AnNiwkitrd Pre8S.)
LATEST INSPIRATION W. Hadorn.
was
as
Debs
frequently praised
who is a member of
Chicago. Dec. 25. Five mail air- a model prisoner.
'
the
Earl Shirkey legion post at
planes were destroyed by fire at
Warn.v The Aoolnted PreM.)
Warden
and
former
Dyche
Kans.
Beattlo,
tho United States government field den Zerbst both referred to him "as
Miss Hadorn was selected a
Paris, Dec. 25. I'aiUs milliners
today, with a loss estimated at an influence
for good" in the have gone down to the sea for secretary from a field of six active
The fire is believed to
$200,000.
latest
of
their
candidates
inspiration.
Toques
She comes highly rec- have been caused by crossed wires prison.
sea shells and with Just enough ommended by her associates
in
in ono plane.
black felt to nrovido a band for rrait genooJs, ono of whom the
DAUGHFRTY F.XPECTIVG
rie- CAbli FROM 'GKX K DFJ1S the head, are the newest creations scribes her as "a woman of high
of tho modistes. IrrliU?scent shells Ideals and of unquestioned moral
Washlngton, Dec. 25. Attorney are used, to produce unique effects character, with a strong and pleas
General Daugherty said tonight he while red coral also forms part of ing
personality ana a good
expected Kugene V. Debs to call at the trimming.
appearance."
the department of justice to discuss
The extent nml the ninlice of the libel against K. K. Futncy the commutation of his sentence
and Carl C. Mugce by the First National Hank und its organ, grow by President Harding. When Debs
was here recently, it was decided,
as investigation reveals the facts. Not content with tho normal pub
Mr. Daugherty said, that in the
llclty given to the ruinous falsehoods,' extra copies of the sheet event
he was released or his sentwere printed und widely clrculuted among
Saturday
ence
commuted that It might be
Otherwise
the
night. This was done in order to reach the public.
well for him to come hero for a
libel would have been givally narrowed In its publicity.
There was no
An analysis of the timrges made against Mr. Putney and Mr. final conference.
reason, however, the attorney genMugcc, will reveal un innuendo which, if true, would not entitle
should he
Debs
eral
that
added,
are
either of these men to the respect of decent people. They
formally obliged to come here so-ns
charged as conspirators and blackniullers. They are charged with was
indicated by the released
the malicious destruction of the good name of innocent men.
false. Both of these men were moved cialist leader when he left the
Tho hurges uro utu-rlthe
rich
the
and
prison.
by the highest ideals of justice. They believe that
powerful should bo made subject to the law, us well us the )oor
70-Fo- ot
and the weak. They do not Jbellevo that "Influence" should prevent LIBERATION OF DFBS
1913,
IS HAILFD WITH JOV
should be
grand juries or indictments. They believe that ull men
"
before
tho law.
eipial
Buenos Aires, Dec. 24. La.
Tho Journal docs not Intend to permit the fight which the
the leading socialist newsbank lias announced it will wage against .Mr. Putney and Mr. Mu36.
paper of Buenos Aires, hails with
gcc, to become u defenshe fight. We will spend no time defending
lov the liberation of Eugene V.
the conduct of these men in insisting upon u grand Jury at Holf BY THK ASSOCIATE!) PRESS.)
brook. They have announced their decision to allow the courts to Debs from the Atlanta prison. It
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 25. The sippi Friday remaining at thirty-sipublishes a picture of the socialist,
puss upon the libels.
is
"he
satisfaction
that
Ohio river hero tonight had reached
The sole question for the decision of the public Is whether 5fr. expressing
very effort was made today to
again able to place his unbreakable a state of 53. 5. feet. 3.5 feet above give assistance to the injured and
Itnyuolds und .Mr. Jiogers should bo treated hy a grand jury exactly
as any other citizen would bo treated, or their power and Influence
homeless.
enerijy at the service of the peo- the flood stage and was
rising at
In some sections, according to reund vludictiveness should afford them immunity.
ple."
of a foot an hour. The ports, assistance
Mr. Putney, the largest depositor in tho bank and supported
lias been delayed
weather
bureau
said
bv
rise
that
the
the almost impassable reads.
cent
tho
of
by tho written request of seventy-fiv- e
per
depositors,
Y. W. MEMBERS START
would continue until tomorrow be- Freezing temperatures
were regisused his Influence to procure h grand jury for which tho county atyond which time no prediction tered today.
torney of Navajo county had been clamoring during the year since
STUnt
was
made.
No
serious
In
some
has
localities
in
tho Holbrook bunk failed. Mr. Putney joined these seventy-fiv- e
damage
cr
Mississippi
been reported.
entire negro settlements were wiped
cent of the depositors in procuring the services of an attorney to
25. Girl
Cleveland.
O., Dec,
out, and the homeless are being
assist the county attorney. hi Investigating the bank's affairs. There members of the Y1. W. C. A. InFLOOD STAGE PASSED;
cared for by white neighbors. Estihis activity ceased. He hud no more to do with who was indicted
dustrial club have started a
JUSF, IS CONTINUING mates placed the property loss at
tliun a balKS in arms.
is the smallest
store.
It
above a million dollars.
Tho penalty for this activity was the prompt culling of all nt
department stdVe in the city. Its Louisville, Ky., Dec. 25. Flood
Mr. Putney's loans by the First National on last Saturday morning
a space about as stage in the Ohio river here hns 8 REPORTED
stock
occupying
HEAD, BO
although renewals hud already been' arranged. The libel of his good large as a couple of desks, every- been
passed and tho river was risname came In tho afternoon sheet. Tho Journal warns Mr. Putney,
IXJIREI) IN LOUISIANA
handl
and
ag.? ing
from
s
hairpins
thing
of. a foot an hour
out of u rich experience, thnt he niust expect every conceivable
to candle sticks and candy Is this evening. Weather bureau obMonroe, La., Dec. 25.
form ot attack as a result of his temerity In Insisting upon a grund handled.
servers say that tho crest will be dead and about fifty injured i&Eight
the
Jury.
Most of the articles placed on reached late Tuesday night or early lutest summing of the toll exacted
No stone has
Home-mad- e
left unturned by the First National and Its sale are
will
and
the maximum
Wednesday,
by yesterday's storm In Louisiana.
sntellites to destroy Mr. Magee. Were we to attack the credit of
candy1 which sold at 60 cents a not be In excess of fifty-nin- e
feet. Several of the Injured are reported
the bunk as It attacks that of Mr. Magee, the authorities would put pound was one of the store's "spe The river is
here now than to be in a serious condition.
higher
our editor hi jail, llicy should do so.
cials" at a recent sale.
it hns been since the flood of 1913
Arrivuls from Spencer, a stnall
Tlio Journal had evidence that the Holbrook bank failure needShares In the store were sold at when a seventy-fostage was re- town, reported it had been abaned Investigation and Mr. Magee did whuc ho could to brin mi in$1 each to the girls of the club. corded on April 20.
damthe storm having destroyed
doned,
Property
vestigation to pass. Ho hud nothing to do uiilt who should be They declared their first dividend age has been very tieavy.
every building. One death occurred
Indicted or upon what charge.
4 per cent
Christmas week.
at Spencer, and p.t least twenty per- -,
Tho Journal liollcvcs in the strength and soundness of the First
HOMELESS NEGROES ARE
sons were injured.
National Bank. It is not partial to tho strong arm methods
PREMIER APPOINTFH.
t.VRED I'OK UV WHITES
The countryside around Spencer
those
hi
to
who
A
defv
dares
by
charge,
their
punish any who
presidential
Peking. Dec. 25.
presents a scene of desolation, with
will.
was
Issued
25.
With
Dec.
.Jrmandate
fallen trees and jmpassable roads.
appointMemphis, Tenn.,
If it becomes necessary, the Journal will print the documentary nig Liang Shih-J- I today
lie itne death list from the storm which Tho Tlsdale plantation,
near Bayou
premier,
evidence which led the grund Jury to indict Mr. Hujnolds
Chin
and Mr. .succeeds
who, swept through northeastern Arkan- - Hartholomew, apparently bore the
Then
own
lis
ran
the
lx)
sas
Rogers.
wlth his ministers, resigned u week
and several
counties in the brunt of the storm in the Moor- -'
public
judge.
liioithcrn part ot the state of Jlissis- - house paristi,
ago
;
.

Rome, Dec. 25. A dramatic In
cident of the funeral of tho unknown warrior in Borne hns Just
become known. On the last night
when the coffin was exposed in
the grand Church of Santa Maria
degli Angeli, a poor old woman
who had come from Venice appeared at tho church and passion
ately implored those in command to allow her to see the form witnIn tho coffin becausa, she declared.
her dead sohlicr son had appeared
to her in a vision and h:id assured
her that his was tho body buried
In tho sacred receptacle.
Flingirg herself on her knees
she cried, "I imploro you for the
love of the madonna, let me stay
here all night, and then when all
the people have gono away, you
will surely let me look just once
again on my own boy."
She was kindly and tenderly told
that her desire was impossible of
fulfillment and it was with great
difficulty that she was persuaded to leave the church.
It will perhaps bo a comfort to
the poor, o'.d woman that she will
certainly believe to her dying dtiy
that her boy rests In tho great
monument of the Italian nation.

Ihe railroad station Debs de- elded that the party would ride 'n
day coach and would donate the
I ullman fare to the Russian relief

!irimi

j

GUNJATTLE

111)-

-

5.r,000-gallo-

n

KIO RIVER

AT CiHGIRNATI IS

3.5 FEET ABOVE FLOOD STAGE;

AT MILL
Millen, Ga., Dec. 25. One man
was killed and two seriously
wounded here today in a gun battle which resulted from a controversy over the closing of a road.
According to the police, Wilson
Allen, a farmer attempted to close
a road running near his home and
several parties from
prevented
passing. About noon an automobile occupied by K. H. Chance,
Sidney Howe, Willie Lewis and
Hoscoe Chance approached.
The
county officers report Allen opened
RoseeK.
Chance
fire, wounding
and Rowe. Those In the automobile returned the shots, the authorities declare, killing Allen and riddling his home with bullets and
buckshot. '

CAMPAIGN HONEST,
CLEAN, FAIR, SAYS'
' EDNA L. WILLIAMS

Miss Marjorie Barker.
Eryn Mawr, Pa., Dec. 25. (Spe and the Judge's decision will be
soon,
cial) Miss Marjorie Barker, who rendered
Tho girl Is charged with petty
dismissed from
was summarily
thefts, but evidence of them was
Bryn Mawr college without being not accumulated by tho authoriinformed of the reason for her dis- ties who dismissed her, according
missal, will know by New Year's to the court testimony which was
given in tho week of open hearwhether she Is to bo vindicated.
.
Miss Barker, who Is the daughter ings.
George Wharton Pepper, attorand heiress of a wealthy manufac- ney for Miss Barker, announced in
turer of Michigan City, Ind., ap- open court thnt ho would accept no
pealed to the courts To give her a feq for his services in her case,
a
hearing after the Bryn Mawr which he declared represented
faculty had peremptorily dlfmiKS:'d "gross injustice" to a girl whose
her, refusing to grant any form of whole life and imputation were betrial for her alleged offenses. Tho ing ruined, he said, by a "blind
case is now before the court of dismissal under the stigma of uncommon pleas at Norrlstown, Pa , known charges."

Oben-ebai-

IS DAMAGED BY

INDICTMENTS

GUN BATTLE

(By Edna L. Williams.)
We oil knew when wo entered tho contest thut If we
were going, to turn the wheel
of tho millions. It meant work
for
of "promotion"
la "motion."
To have the honor of being at the head of the YOUTHFUL CRIMINALS
list has been tho direct result of
hard work, together with many
ARE PUT TO WORK IN
an earnest prayer. In this InHOSPITAL AT JUAREZ
stance, ns in all others, there
Is but one straight road to
success and that is merit
El Paso, Tex.. Dec. 25. Touth- ful criminals are not sent to priand I can honestly say that
this has, in every way, been a son in Juarez. They are sont to
very clean, honest ' and fair the municipal hospital, where they
I wish to thank are put to work. There are many
campaign.
tho public In general for the young pickpockets and thieves this
fall, according to Judge Feline
support that has made It pos.Rodriguez, who states that the old- sible for me to win this beauer
criminals teach tho young boys
tiful car.
io sieai.
In the wholcsomo and clouil surroundings at tho h wpital. .'.he boya
NOTICE OP THANKS.
get a better view of life and are
I hereby wish to extend my taught to be honest, he aaid.
heartfelt thanks to all who assisted me in winning the beauSIGNS WITH SIOUX CITY.
tiful Studebaker Touring Car
Plninvlew, Neb.. Dee. 25. Earl
In tho Journal's big contest.
Bramsen of this place, who was a
All subscription customers are
sensation lost year as a pitcher in
n
welcome to n ride.
amateur baseball clubs of
MRS. It. K. HATHCOX,
Nebraska, has been signed
413 W. Lead.
to play with the Sioux City WestPhone 1426-v.
ern league blub next season.
two-thir-

-

represented.

that

H. C.ROEHL,
WALTER M. CONNELL,
W. P. STAMM,
M. SIPPEL.
December 25th, 1921.
,

FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 25. New
Mexico:
Monday probably fair
outh. snow northwest and north
centrat portions, slightly warmer;
Tuesday unsettled, probably rain
outh and snow north portion,
Arizona:
Monday rain south,
snow north portion; Tuesday unsettled, somewhat cooler.

As-

The suggestion is said to have
been an outgrowth of the realization that the five great powers cannot reach a practicable decision on
submarine questions without som
sort of acquiescence from smaller
nations.
Japan Standing Out.
Hope of a submarine agreement
now appears to hinge on the decision of Japan and France, Great
nritain and the United States having come together on the American
proposal for CO, 000 tons each, and
Italy having indicated willingness
to accept any reasonable flguro if
she has a strength
equaling
Franco. Japan Is standing out for
tho 54,000 tons provided under the
original American plan instead of
the 31.U00 she would have under
the compromise proposal, and the
ftencn navo not admitted their request for 90,000 tons, although
they have referred to Paris the
compromise
suggestion
France and Italy each have a
0
ton fleet of submersibles.
It seems certain that if Japan Is
to have 54,000 tons of the original
American plan, the United States
and Great Rrltaln also both will insist on keeping the 90.000 tons provided for each.
Should France, on the other
hand, hold out for nnythlng like
90,000 some delegates do not believe it likely that either the United States or Great Britain would
care to place any limitation on
their ability to build submarines.'

(Signed)

I

ten-ye-

Proceed

sociated 1'ress.) With the submarine controversy far from a
settlement, tho arms negotiation1)
camo to a halt over Christmas and
will not bo resumed until Tuesday.
Despite unfavorable elements In
tho attempt to fix proportionate
submarine tonnage for the five
all delegates
powers, practically
observed the holiday by a suspendiscussions.
even
of
Informal
sion,
Tomorrow also will be a day of
rest.
Question Is Difficult.
n
In view of the attitude of
compromise proposal more tha i
ono plenipotentiary
reflected
over the outlook for an
submarine
agreement. The us-- I
early
ual air of diplomatic confidence was
assumed by conference members but
lllsknown that some .regard the
question of fixing ratios for auxil-- j
iary ships as even more difficult
than was the arrangement of a sat- islactory proportionate strength in
capital ships.
Some delegates are talking privately of the possibility that the
conference may decide finally to
let construction of submarines and
othor auxiliaries go on as each
nation desires, without any limitation agreement but with the understanding that the subject will be
taken uj at a later international
meeting in which more nations will
be

Eugene
socialist
Debs, several times
candidate for president, was released from Atlanta penitentiary at
11:30 this morning, 'the ba" nee of
his
sentence for violation
of tho espionage act having been
commuted by President Harding.
Debs left an hour later for
Washington, his release
having
been conditioned, he said, on his
to Attorney
General
reporting
He refused to issue
Daugherty.
a statement or to comment In any
way on bis case. Ho expects to
reach Washington about 7:30 a. m.
Monday.
Is Given an Ovaticn.
An ovation was given Debs 3s
he emerged from the prison. The
roar of tho crowd was echo d
plainly from within the wails as
the many friends he hnd made
shouted a good bye. Debs pnused
and waved his hat to a group
within the prison before entering
an automobile to go to the station.
Friends nf Debs said he plnnned
to go to his home in Torre Haute.
Ind., Immediately his business at
Washington was concluded.
Debs was accompanied to Washington hy his brother, Theodore,
who had been in Atlanta for several days: Miss Bury Bobbins of
the American Federation of
Miss Cecilia Hotter, a member of the Debs Freedom conference, and newspaper men.
For forty-eighours friends i.f
Debs had kept a watch over the
prison expecting hls release despite reports from Washington that
his commutation of sentence did
not become effective until alter
midnight Saturday. Warden Dyehe
and Debs had breakfast at the
warden's residence and Debs later
returned to tho institution.
Admits Newspaper Men.
Just before Debs was formally
released the warden Issued orders
permitting newspaper men to enter the prison, where they wera
shown tho dining room and kitchens and tho Christmas dinner
g
unread.. for the 2.300 inmates.
They entered the warden's pilvatw
office and greeted Debs before he
V.

Ja-ca-

DISTRICT PRIZES

J

Craft

D. C.

(By The Aicmted
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 25.

Con-

(By The Amoclnted Tress.)
Washington, Dec. 25 (by the

11,450,100

cr

Decide td Let

Auxiliary

PRIZE
SECOND CAPITAL
E.

consummated.
The final week of the campaign,
when balloting was blind, saw
many members lending every effort to gain the main objective
the Studebaker Sedan and Studebaker touring car, offered as capital prizes.
All yesterday morning the judges counted carefully the millions
of yotes turned in during the last
week.
procedure
.Systematic
marked their efforts; their count
was methodical and businesslike.
Their selections proved admirable,
and the Morning Journal extends
to them its most sincere thanks.
Nothing contributed more to th3
of tho
expediency and accuracy
count than the systematic effort's
the big Burroughs adding machine, which proved a wonderful
assistance in reaching an early decision.
Interest Was Keen.
That unusual interest was taken
in the campaign, 'equaling that in
the Dempsey-Carpentifight, or
in the last presidential
election,
was evident from the number of
From
early af
telephone queries.

Washington,

Will Delay Agree
Is the Upmion ot

As Each Nation Desires,

14,914,925

he unwavering
After holding
Interest of Albuquerque and all the
surrounding country for thea past
new
six weeks, and establishing
record in the newspaper annals of
this section, the last chapter of
The Albuquerque Morning Journal's Salesmanship Club campaign
will be written when the delivery
s
of the prizes to the winners

and

Japan

(inn hundred
and seven
Christmas gifts, ranging from
a bottle of imported
toilet
water to a $1,000 bill nrrlved
today nt the county jail cell
occupied by Mrs. Madalynne
indicted
Obenchaln, Jointly
with Arthur C. Burch for the
alleged murder of J. Helton
Kennedy. The names of tho
donors were not made public.
One which Burcli was said
to have tried to give her was
not among them, however, and
for hi.s violation of instructions
against his talking to her. ho
was removed to a less comfortable cell.
n
During the day Mrs.
received visits from her
former husband, Ralph It.
Hienchaln, now one of her attorneys, and from her mother
and sister. Mrs. Kmma Smart
and Misfi Olepys Smart.
Bureb, whoso trial will bo
resumed Tuesday, also received a number of gifts and a
visit from his father the Rev.
William A. Burch of Kvunston,
Illinois.
With other women inmates
of tbe jail, Mrs. obonehain en-- .,
Burch
Joyed a turkey dinner.
and the other men dined oil
roast goose.

Steps Out of the Peniten
tiary at 1 1 :30 a. m. and
Leaves An Hour Later for

struction of Divers and

Studebaker Sedan, Miss Edna Williams, Albuquerque

$30 in Cash, Mrs. R. M. Marx
$25 in Cash, Miss Helen Gurule
District No. 2
Chevrolet Touring Car, Miss Virgie Hidalgo,

of

(ll.v The Aisorlntert PrrM
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 55.

ATUUITIL PRISON

ment,
Many of the Delegates,

May

Judges9 Statement
FIRST CAPITAL PRIZE

District No.

RELEASED FROM

J

NEGOTIATIONS WILL
BE RESUMED TUESDAY

Million Votes Cast
More Than
ie
Subscr'
Drive
for
Ans,
Journal
Morning
Which Ends m a Blaze of Glory; C Aome
in Doubt Until the Last Ballot Is Checked.

Chevrolet Touring Car, Mrs. H. J. Tompkins.
$150 in Cash, Lillian Yrisarri
$75 in Cash, Margaret F. Barnes.
$50 in Cash, Jas. Ross, Jr

Gospel Her Reinstatement

IS NOT LIKELY

r ranee

MRS. QBENCHAW
BUSINESS AREA
RECEIVES 1 0 7
XMAS PRESENTS DF SIOUX CITY

EUGENE V. DEBS

College

Ml EARLY DATE

123

Studebaker Touring, Mrs. R.

llawr

V,

MS. TGiFKIHS, MISS HIDALGO,
T. II. BGWLAHD GET CHEVROLET'

Bangs

To

DISPUTE AT

SMIISi CIP IN

WEATHER

Girl Sues Oryn

'

north-easter-

,

RISE WILL CONTINUE MONDAY

a,

Water Is Higher at Louisville Than It Has
Been Since the Flood of
When a
Stage Was Recorded; Death List in
Mississippi Valley Remains at

one-tent- h

three-tenth-

Ik-e-

hand-mad-

ot

'

Yun-Fen-

,
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Deputies
(IiT THE ASSOCIATED PltFSS.)
i'he acute situation was (he out
Farls. Doe. 55 (by the Associat
"There wus no ques- come of deplorable economic confrt Press.)
tion at the Iondon discussions ot ditions, according to the premier,
France abandoning the guarantees and It was Impossible for Europe
unclor
Riven by the Versailles treaty for to recover her equilibrium
the payment of reparations by such circumstances.
made
deto
Premier Briand
Referring to allusions
Germany,"
the Washington
clared in the chamber of denu-jeconference, the
replying to an interpella- premier cried: "It is a groat
tion by Louis Klntz, the for- thins; it is a great guarantee an
"Mr. event that associates four nations
mer minister of finance.
to assure accord in the Pacific and
Lloyd George at no moment
that in the forthcoming to discuss in common the difficul
be ties that may arise th"re."
conference
France should
Mr. Klotz, bavins? chanced the
.asked to make the plichtest sacrl-fieThe ntente between France interpellation to tho form of a
.'and Great Britain is as complete simple question, Premier Prland's
and as stronB ns possible."
explanation closed tho debate on
Mr. Klotz had expressed the fear that si'btect.
The chamber of deputies imme
hod
conversations
London
that the
compromised the rights of France e diately took up the discussion of
and that the result would of
interpellation on tho suspen
cessity further increase the tax sion of tho Panque Industrlelle de
while
Chine
and the part played by M
of
the
burden
French people,
the relchRtag was decreasing the Berthelot,
general secretary of
:
.taxes of the Germans, which won the .inlstry of foreign affairs, in
taxes
an
effort to nvoid suspension.
already less than half the
Tho premier defended M. Berthe French.
' paid by
"I cannot think of decreasing thelot warmly, declaring that the
our taxes," M. Briand said, "but agreement') which M. Berthelot
we must avoid further Increasing sent to China were in conformity
them, and that is one of tho things with the government's action in an
we are going to do at Cannes."
attempt to save the bank.
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Stete and Federal Authorities

Are

With Owners and County
Officials in the Work.
(By The Ainoclnted I'rcH.)

Fort Worth, Texas, Deo. 25.
Sinoe the state and federal officials
are "exerting every effort" to coowners and
operate with cattlo
county officials In eradicating the
cattle fever tick from all remaini-JiPi
ing infested areas, said Dr. Harry
(Jrat'ke, government
inspector in
chaise of the wurk In Texas, the
problem governing tick eradication
und market privileges, "so vital in
determining tlie price and marketing privileges of cattle," rests largely wilh tho stockmen of the coun
ties concerned.
Dr. Giafke made his statement,
In 'announcing the prohibition by
the board of control of Arkansas of
ft
t
the movement of tick infested cattlo Into or through that state for
-.
immediate slaughter.
)
,
,j, vi
"South Texas cattlemen are considerably Interested in the market
privileges for southern cattle, es
pecially uuring me spring mumus,
of the year, when grass fed cattle
of south Texas are offered on tho
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte.
northern markets in competition
with grain fed cattle from the
America may shortly contribute a kintr and a aueen to Euronean
northern states," Dr. Urafke sab' royalty. It is rumored that the Albanian government, which has been
Dipping and certification in a( ruled by four regents appointed by parliament, since William of Wied
cordance with federal reguiatio
fled to Switzerland at the outbreak of the World war, is seeking Jerome
of all southern cattle automaticm
Napoleon Bonaparte of New York city as king. He is a descendant of
will be required, Dr. Grxflte sai
Elizabeth Patterson
of Baltimore,
- married in thiq "
"In view cf the state officials
J tn
7i who was
Louisiana having revoked the regu Jerome Bonaparte after his exile from France by Napoleon Bonaparte,
a
wholefiom
in
is
th
,tlsfnrHnn
EDNA WILLIAMS IS
ilalion permitting
,
shipments ot
thnnht h,r
cattle for immediate
-' SOlltliern
nnrl ml
r,,,n Cfr,.-t- .
:
WINNER OF FIRST
slaughter Into or through that I
honestly put forth.
PRIZE IN CAMPAIGN
To those whose energy has carG.
IS
Oklahoma' LHD
ried them through the campaign 192" and the action of
i.
Arkansas
officials.
Interstate
ind
"
to
the
successful
of 'hl'lmf'nts
(Continued from Page One.)
or
lnto
(,f tlcky cnt,,e
he cnni
of the tends it heartiei congraXt'iont through Oklahoma will be prohlbthey had of the popularity
IS
'.V.
""f' 'l"".'' l'
movement in every section of tha- It is proud of the club members
2,
territory tributary to Albuquor- , remnrkii,
Prohibited after January
ing to advices received by Dr.
The aggregate credits of the
Unfile.
take pos
prizci winners reached enormous club member who will
law
Since
tick eradication
'.
The session of the prize won by them,
tick
figures as published above.
''"Y e' i'r,In sicompulsory
in turn icradlcatlon
of
well
will
are
connuft.
by right
winners of all the prizes
tick
remaining
entitled to bucccss, they demon- be proud
Infested counties in tins suue aner
We have
VeAs. N. M.. Dec. 25.
with ladies and next
that energy
strated conclusively
it will be noted that TheEastLasLas 't;,i'.3
Commercial club, lu'itary Ru'e Is Established
potent fac- gentlemen. Our relations have tick January,
eradication requirements are of East
npd persistency are thelife.
Las
in
been
In
dis
't'sas, Wjhlch. was orthroughout.
They
flrrUnn thP rJPWnOrr rvy.,
of
pleasant
tors in any game
In conformity with regsomewhat
or turn have dealt with an institution ulations
ganized in 19U3, Iia3 fieen rcors'n- of
the
tributing the many thousands
shipment
governing
Mill
Disorders
Where
and will be known in the
dollars in awards, among the suc- which to the best of its ability cattle from ouarantincd areas of- ized,
Liiguei
Tho Morning made the campaign one long to be Tpxa(, ,nt0 or ;hrolmh Qtner BtatP3,- future as the Las Vegas-Kacessful contestants,
Occurred.
Have
wholesome and Dr. Grafke said. The regulations County Chamber of Commerce, inc.
Journal gives full value received remembered, for its
achieved
te.r- ua
for their efforts in its behalf, yet
the ship- - Tho triner organisation
?Jg.hLC
F??l of the' other states prohibit or
(By The Anaorl ttrd Trent.)
bold
many important, tanks under the
the intrinsic value of the awards race
of any cattle, hnrfes
ment
rmfes
Newport, Ky.. Dee. ia. Within
citiof
able
and
or.
veieran
mac
an
to possiDiuues oi
n c. leadership
13 not only the consideration
greatest
few hours af.er five companies
zens, whoso viaion in the earlier
In the pursuance of virtues AMDITION.
candidates.
jcount of Texas or splenetic fever ln- - days' may be Keen now nianii'ustcd of Kentucky national guardsmen
to or through the state unless such in the Las
Standliigs,
their Individual campaigns for
rrived
in Newport on the orders of
a
of
city
Vegas
today,
credits they have learned much in
animals ere accompanied bv a CPr- - well built and
(District No. 1).
Morrow, and had estab- prospering in a de Governor
the art of salesmanship that will be Miss Edna Williams
14,914,325 .tlflcato bv n dnlv authorized
ihed
rule around the
military
commensurate
with
lis
gree
growth.
in
future
Mrs. R. E. Ilathcox..
of great benefit to them
ispector of the Vnlted States departname for the Xewp'rt Rolling mill, where In
in
'ihe
wiy
adopted
new
made
have
many
H.
L.
Mrs.
7,471,400 !ment of agriculture.
yearc. They
disorders have been rife
Tompkins.
organization was conceived of by dustrial
Miss Lillian Yrissari.
7,030,400
and pleasant acquaintances. Manv
the recently elected orticers and for ten days, indications were that
have formed new ideas along busl-- r Mrs. M. F. Barnes...
6,341,000
acts
of
in the mill's vilawlessness
oi.'eeioia, and iu vired by a desire
ncss lines, and most of them James Ross, Jr
4,580,100
to develop tho vast unexploitod re cinity were ended, for the present.
sense
of
M.
a
R.
keen
Mrs.
3,721,000
Marx
have developed
OF
Early In the day the guardsmen
tire: of the county, and to assist wero
3,32:1,250
that will pay many a Miss Helen Gurule...
met with hoots and Jeers by
of the county in the
all
3,0ti l.iJjO
future dividend. The competition - Chas. Hill Barber
women and children who lined
mon,
"ovi le;); nt of their lands and
train2,304,700
Miss Ada Philbrick
in this race was a Dplendid
the streets as tho soldiers marched
conno' :u
Kleinworth 2,674,500
the plant.
ing and a valuable experience for Miss Margaret
l
Agent Loren F. to As
TO
it Mrs. G. I Ramsey
1.89S, 80J
all who participated in it.
the men proceeded into the
Jf.r.i
v. o i. n'.:o a director of the
Miss .Dorothy Kowman . 1,175.100
several shots were fired from
,1
taught that courage is necessary
of
tho
in i.or.
chairman
obstacles
934,400
Mrs.
Margaret Schaliesger
to overcome the many
:.l "ill'
ittea, makes tho uw out sine oi me mm. filler a
cong
238,300
G. A. LInder
that beset the
ta'.et.n nt with reference macnine gun nai peen set up unj
M.'.i'.g
flict called "life."
(District No. 2).
and change der orders cf Major Dillian, quiet
iu.
,697,000
Of course, it is inevitable In any Miss vlrgie Hidalgo.
wjs restored nnd the gun placed in.
.
.
C.
3,531,500
Mrs.
Martinez.
the
cannot
win
campaign that all
l.o .g has San Miguel county side the plant.
j
F.
C.
2.915,300
Oroman
undermembers
Club
The state troopers, disarmed the
big prizes.
of both tlie
nee led liio
1.9US.200
stood that .when they entered. Rene TMvelbesH
i.u&IiKsit men ot L'.s Vegas and the sixty-tw- o
plant guards inside the
Members
American
SO.'.
500
1,
Legion
Mrs. Florence Saul..
of tho farming thicuons to walls. Inventoried nil arms and amRight or wrong, civilization seems
..unieis
1,565,400
naMartin.
Miss
Sophie
to have accepted and applied
Visit Hospitals and Homes evelop her wonderful resources, munition, and issued a statement to
1,220.500
ture's rule of the "survival of the Mrs. Laurence Abreu
biinyuig together of the busi- the public promis'ng protection for
1,1 53,400
J. Sandoval
in Every Community in 'ihe
fittest." To accomplish a given
ness nun and tlie fanners into an all peacefully inclined persons.
757,400
Mrs.
Fern Swatzell..
purpose some effort is necessary J.
organization working for the muthe United States.
556,200
F. Jmiison
and fortune seems to lavish her
tual good of boUi (toe development
,T. F. Oglesby. ,
362,300
Mrs.
are
who
those
richest gifts upon
of tho county) will, in my (.pinion,
310.300
.Tas.
(By The Amnrlalrd PrcM.)
Gallup
Increase seeral hundred fold the TALK OF NAVAL
equipped with energy sufficient to Neil H.
2SG.500
P. Bolt
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 25. Tho speed with which the county has
carry out the mandate of ambition.
No.
3).
who
members
(District
Yet to the club
spirit of Christmas is being carried been developing. The dunging of
11.115,000
worked bo energetically during the T. H. Rowland
disathe Las Vegas Commercial club to
C. Harness
4,545,000 today to thousands of sick,
campaign but failed to win one of F.
the Las Vesas and San Miguel
men
bv
ncedv
and
bled
SLASH
4,479,600
Miss
Garcia
the autos. the Journal extends Its O. E. Lnpita
County Chamber of Commerce, Inc.,
Lovan
American
in
3,226,200
comrades
tho
their
ot a new era
the
marks
genuine regrets. Were it possible
beginning
2,972,400 legion.
In tho development of this county.
it would gladly remember all club Margaret Radcliffe
2,;i49,iiuii
d
members with a touring car. If U J. Stone
In response to the call of
Mmiy larmers of the county have
2,242.900
Herkenhoft
Gordon
rommiitcd themselves as being in
the thanks of the Journal can In
MacN'lder, national commandEllen
403,200
Baby
the
of
measure
lessen the regret
a
favor of some kind cf an organiza289,400 er, the legionnaires are visiting
Miss Fnnnie Frost
and homes in every com- tion by which the agricultural recapital prize losers, it Is theirs. The Mrs.Fiorence
hospitals
247.200
..
Kronig.
Morning Journal appreciates the
munity In the Vnlted States. Dur- sources can bo developed and also
they Du'k of Old Fleet Lies at
kindly feelings and good will of
ing their visits the legion men are be given the publicity which have
is
entered, ARRESTED FOR GIVING
every club member that
making notes on tho most note are entitled to. Mmy of them
of
to
oroffered
their
Bottom of Scapa Flow;
whether they have 10.000 credits
cases
part
defray
negof
government
worthy
AWAY XMAS PRESENTS lect and will forward them to
or a hundred times 10.000. There
the expenses in order to advertise
Close
Wctch Is Being
the agriculture and stock growing
glon national headquarters.
Information received at head- industriea of the county. They are
(By The Associated Vrm.)
Arms Cut Meet.
on
Kopt
2ii.
Dec.
John J. quarters indicates that the Christ- also anxious to have the lrcil paNew York,
mas cheer will go to the former pers give tho farming industry as
Hanly was hauled out of his ex(By The Aaaoclntrd Fresi.)
pensive limousine yesterday and ar- service men In every part of the much publicity astheis possible.
Cologne, Dec. 25. Germany genFew people ot
county realize
rested for giving away Christmas country.
oferally has been keeping a watchful
Jobs as Christmas gifts were the posalbilities that the county
presents.
Police said he had been driving provided by the American leKlon'3 fers in agriculture and stock rais- eye on the Washington conference
of
3.000,000
an
With
acreage
for
limitation
CUBA
TO
of
around for several hours distribut
armaments
new employment bureau in Chica- ing.
one-naof wnictl is through tho newspapers whih have
ing part of his private stock of go, which operates with the slo acres, fu v
45,000
irrigable
with
and
and
columns
tillable,
of
cable diswines
whisky
published
"Take
men
out
the
champagne,
gan,
acres in the county, San Miguel patches each day.
among his friends. The charge of the Job line by Christmas."
the
one
of
as
really
countv
and
ranks
in
him was possessing
the Cologne Post, a
Writing
To raise funis for Christmas
SOON against
transporting liquor. His limousine, cheer in Detroit, tho Wayne coun wealthy agricultural counties of daily newspaper published by the
British
on the Rhine, "A.
as well as its contents, was seized. ty council of the legion
army
......
j..,,,.!,.- - Ul ,u
VliU
nAl,, xvHInVl
Student of Germany," says that, as
20.000 Christmas trees and pat un I'USStlJIUllCO
mo
tnai
Las
make
the
will
city
bulk
Vegas
of
Germany's old nary
men to work
(By The Amo loted Prm.)
employed
is 'destined to be, one of the lies at the bottom of Scapa Flow,
Dec.
25. Cuban HEART OF
Wasmugton,
selling them, Mayor James Couz-en- s she
in the state.
not
it
is
naval
largest
disarmament In
conditions will be discussed soon
in
best
reserved
locations
the
GIRL ON RIGHT SIDE
She will be ablo to reach that which Germany today has the pritho downtown streets for the
by MaJ. Gen. Enoch H. Crowder
on tho mary interest.
effort
united
a
aim
by
He
adds:
only
Christmas tree vendors. The Maformer Judge advocate general of
(Hy The Anaocliitrd I'reM.)
part ot tho business men and tho
"Germany Is much more conthe army, with officials of the
Dec. 25. When rion county council of the legion farmers in letting the world know cerned with military, or land disEl
Paso,
Texas,
sent Christmas
Mate department. General Crow- Planca Lopez,
to unfor6 year-old
girl in tunate comrades baskets
Just what wo have to offer."
armament, and there are sections
in Indianapolis.
der went to Cuba in 1919 and for charge of the associated charities,
At the present time there are 125 of opinion ;In Germany which
some time has been acting as
National Commander MacN'lder members
was attended at tho clinlg by Dr.
In the organizatlcn, and a awaited any 'military disarmament
special representative of the presi- Harry Leigh, it was discovered that Issijed the following Christmas membership campaign drive will
proposals from Washington with
dent in Cuba in conneotion with her heart throb was on the right message to sick and wounded for- be started on January 17, 1922. almost
feverish anticipation.''
mer service men:
the discussion of financial reforms side and the organs In the thorax
i
are ninety firms eligible, and
There
The writer refers to Germany's
"To you who are fighting the seven hundred and two Individuals.
in that country. In a statement and the abdominal cavity transarmy of 100,000 ns provided by the
last night the state department posed from their normal positions. brave fight against the effects of
treaty of Versailles as "figures on
said:
The cavities were
the your service to our country th TO STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT. paper," contending that there are
and
"General
Crowder,, who ha3 apex of the heart found at the right American legion of your comrades
When nnyono Is suffering from a seoret
organizations
been acting as a special represen- cf the breast bone. Dr. Gottleib sends Christmas
greetings with bronchial affliction or has a cough throughout military
the country. "The
tative of the president of Cuba, in W'erley said that professional rec every sincere wish for your speedy .that
on and grows worse at Tyrol today Is a center of military
lingers
connection with the dlscusulon if ords and medical
Journals show recovery and future happiness. night, the loss of sleep tends to intrigue," he says. "Bavaria seethes
financial reforms in that country, only about 200 such cases.
Every American shall be Indebted weaken the sufferer and grows with it."
to you as long as the nation en- more serious the longer it Is neg
will come to Washington shortly
The
a glimdures
a
brief conference with the,
for
cause shall always lected. Mrs. M. Suter, 647 Long- - mer of writer, Inhowever.sees
his assumption that
In olden times If a girl weM be firstandonyour
hope
state department. Immediately afthe program of the brook Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes: "Germany
some
for
of
has
to
not
her)
and
marry,
engaged. American legion.
ter the conference he will return willing
Wo intend to
Foley s Honey and Tac has given shown some signs of 'turning over
custom for her to wear see that you
to Cuba to remain there until the ait was tho
a
deal
atrrom
get
m
severe
square
a
relier
a
new
leaf.'
Vast
sections of the
on the first finger of the from
the country you fought for. tack great
very difficult financial problem leftring
No medicine
of bronchitis."
end most of her preshand. If she wanted to re- We would
now confronting the Cuban
to fight our stands higher throughout the na community
you
expect
govent
not
leaders
would
lead her into
main
single,
she
wore the ring battles, were our positions re tion as a
then
ernment are satisfactorily solved." on me
family remedy for colds. war. The socialists to a man would
nine ringer.
versed
Sold
and
croup.
If
were
everywhere
war
(coughs
revolt,
preached.
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Tho Dook Corner of tlie
Morning Journal, ivlilcli appears regularly on this morning, will be postixmcd a day
this week. It will appear tomorrow morning and will contain a number of reviews in
addition to an announcement
which should be of Interest to
New MpxIco people who arc
concerned with tho develop,
ment of tho literature of this
.
state.

--

London Conference Did Not Discuss Abandoning the Guarantees Given By Versailles
Pact for the Payment of Reparations By
Germany, Premier Tells Charrrbor of

.

THE BOOK CORNER
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ATTLE TICK IS
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m
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Sixteen Locomotives Delivered at Petrograd Before
the Port Closed on Account of the, Ice.
(By Tli AMorlntrd PrcM.)
,
Moscow.

Dec.

25 (by the Asso-

ciated rresB). Sixteen locomotives
in all were delivered by Germany
to Petrograd before the pprt was
closed on account of ice the middle of November.
It had been
promised by port officials that
be
Petrograd would
kept clear of
ice until December 20. but the Ice
breakers failed to function.
There are many rumors as to
the number of locomotives Russia
has actually contracted for In Ger
many. Best Informed foreign com
mcrclal experts
saty 600 is the
actual number and that the de
posits on these are not sufficient to
justify tho Germans in starting a
large number of the railway engines.
Railway equipment Is so essential to moving raw materials which
Russia may araemble at interior
points that foreigners are watching
the efforts of Russia to get railway
supplies with unusual Interest. So
far the foreign trade agreements of
the bolPhevist government haye
been chiefly paper achievements
and the efforts of foreigners to do
business in Russia have been so
decrees
hampered by conflicting
even the Ger
'ind
bureueracy that
.
.
i
inniin. wilii ,k.i
inrir huvhiukhcuiib kcu- and superior
graphical position
of
the Russian markets,
knowledge
have been able to do but little.
Other Imports for the first nine
0
months of 1921 totaled about
of
tons. More than
this was foodstuffs, chiefly from
Fuel, which included
England.
coal from America, mado up another third of tho Imports. Various
h
of
metal articles made up
the Imports, and CRme chiefly from
Machinery of various
Germany.
sorts, including locomotives, steel
rails, repairs for railway cars and
engines and agricultural Imple-- ,
ments were Included in the Ger-- i
man shipments, whlcn are the only
considerable
imports of such a
that they may be said to
character
,
evidence of the establishment
of trade on a permanent banls.
grain and
England sent chiefly
foodstuffs of a sort which Russia
would be exporting, rather than
Importing, in normal years. Germany received chiefly flax, asbesfor Its
tos snd furs in payment
machinery.
Without grain for exportation
Russia has little chance of buying
extensively abroad, and the pressing problem of the soviet government Is how to get the seed grain
and farming implements necessary
to enable the peasants who survive
the famine to put in a crop next
spring.
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Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and ignorance command nothing in the way of
earning power.
SKILLFUL
School
This
has
SPECIALIZED
KXPERIENCED.
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

Gil

R

Wind Shield

FO

SAN DIEGO

CONTEST

Glass-Lumbe-

t.

UAI.IIHI.
422 South Hrl

J

R

I

81

reef.

here of the Uni
versity of Arizona football squad
thelocal committee practically
completed final details of the game
M Tiny Bicycle Sale,
to be played here Monday by the
Bicycles
etock of
Wildcats and the Centre college
ever ehnwn In Albuquerque, at reduces
team.
That the stadium field will be at prices.
BROAD BICTT1.E ft TRADING CO.,
least soft was practically assured as
820 Bouth Second Street.
there were cloudy skies and light
wind to dry out the playing surface,
left soaked by recent rains. If
there is no rain between now and
the game, however, the gridiron
will be in good shape.
M, C. Evans, of San Francisco,
We have a great line of
former coach at Colorado univer- ity and later at Stanford, was
JEWELRY
chosen referee today, J. R.
IXDIAN HEADED BAGS
cf San Francisco, formerly of
MOCCASINS
the University of Chicago, was ap- - and
many other articles that
pointed field Judge, and Mouney
we do not mention.
Pfefferkorn, of San JJiego, was
Got our prices before you
made head linesman.
buy your gifts
high-grad- e

Money Savings

Kla-wan- s,

4

B. Marcus

700,-00-

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

one-thir- d

'

US South

nnd Weldera.
Jlollrrmakrr
Tel. 11M7-(100 couth Second SI.

First St.

one-fift-

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
J O r It N A
OFFICE

C. H. CARNES
OITLAB
KKFRATION
Phone 1057-Fonrth.

SPECIALIST
107 S.
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USE THAT CHRISTMAS MONEY

F0RAS0MRA

MINER AND SON ARE
KILLED WHEN TRAIN
STRIKES AUTOMOBILE

Most people receive gifts of money for
Christmas and most people will
eventually own Sonoras.

Bisbee, Ariz., Dec. 25. George
Brown, a miner, and his son,
were killed when
12,
Ralph,
was
struck
their automobile
one
at a railroad crossing
mile south of Blshee and wrecked
e
by a train on the
branch of the El Paso. & Southwestern system. Brown was In- stantlv killed. The boy died thirty
minutes
later. Witnesses said
Brown was apparently trying to
race the train to the crossing.
Frantic blasts from the locomotive
whistles attracted the attention of
several persons to the crossing In
time for them to witness the accident.

There could be no more beautiful use
for your Christmas money than to apply it on the purchase price of the

.

Bisbee-Osborn-

Sonora you will eventually own. The
balance can be taken care of at your
convenience.

i

Among the earliest trnde unions
of women In the ITnlted States were
those of the seamstresses of Phila
delphia, the women bookbinders In
New York, and the shoebtnders of
Lynn.
The Fat Man's club of Paris now
has 68 m mbers, including three
women. Members must weigh at
least 200 poinds, and the president
tlrs the beam at 290.

Sonora
Plays

ill

Types
Of
Records
With,
nut

'

You will eventually own a Sonora because it proved by actual test at the
Panama-Pacifi- c
Exposition to be the
highest grade talking machine in the
world. It won highest tone honors
there in competition with more than
100 foreign and domestic machines,
including all those now sold in
And tone is what you should buy
when you buy a phonograph.

Extra

Attacks of Indigestion'
I believe
have saved
Maggie Coil.
had pains In

Chamberlain's Tablets

life." writes Mrs.
Golden City.' Mo. "I
my stomach so bad I
:hought I could
ot live. Our doe- !f
. ii
for wild it was
,v-,congesiiun ui me
omacn. i wouia
o to nea perieii-i- y
well and wake
up In the night
as bad as 1 could
be and live. Our
It
said
doctor
would do no good
to give medicine
He
Internally.
had to Inject
medicine In my
arm. Since tak- ng Chamberlain's
Tablets I can eat
anything 1 want
without
hurting
me." This form
Of indigestion
Is
extremely painful
and often dangerous. By tak
ing Chamberlain's
Tablets after eating, and especially
when you have fulness and weight
in the stomach after eating, the
disease may be warded off and
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablet not
only aid digestion, but strengthen
and invigorate the stomach.

J

With

San Diego, Calif., Dec. 26.

New Mexico Phonograph Co.

my

402 W.

wi?vi
a

Central.

Phone 401.

GEORGE GEAKE

Ji

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS. PAINT,
CEMEN1. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

42S NORTH MUST NTKKKT.

ALL

COAL

PRICES

REDUCED

J1.25 PER TON. TRY 0VR
FASCY EGG $11.25
AZTEC FUEL
Phone 251

COMPAKY
L.

J. MILLER, Pres.

I
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Our Inventory Sale of
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(By The AKOflated PreM.)

never-endin-

DISABLED

26, 1921.

Commences Tuesday , Dec. 27
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NEW CHAMPS, MANY THRILLS

1921 BROUGHT GOLF LOVERS

GMIEINSJ.IS

MILITARY

I

DOESN'T
HINDER STUDENTS, IS

SELF-HAL-

AKES

'

By The Atnocliited

I'ro.)

Emporia, Kan., Dec. 25. Con- p
notion,
trary to" the popular
on the part of collego stuto Interfere
seem
dents does not
with their college life and activiof the football
ties.
squad, eight of the ninemen deof the bas
baters, and
ket ball men of the College of Em
poria earn part or all or theirtoexa
penses in college, according
questionnaire submitted to the student body just before, the holidays.
Three of the men on the regular
football eleven earn a11 o their
expenses. While five of tho football men who pay part of their
way work only through the summer months, eight work through
the winter as well as tho summer
One of the men who
months.
team this
made the
year, gets up every morning at
3:30 to handle the locul circulation agency of a morning newspaper. Another who has been an
man' for two of his years
in college scrubbed the college
kitchen and- dining hall for his
board. Two others make practically all their way by playing in
orchestras.
Another regular man
runs tho electric washer for the
college laundry.
One of tho basket ball men will
alternate practice and games in
afternoons and evenings with soda
fountain work in a confectionery.
Both the editor and business
manager of the college paper make
most of their expenses. About
of tho men's glee club conto their extribute something
penses while in college.

FROM MOORINGS;

and Jefferson college football team
with two coaches, several members
of the faculty and students, spent
Christmas here on their way to Pasadena, Calif., to play the California
university team January 2. The
squad will leave Tuesday.

self-hel-

JL.J

'

"V

VL.ar V.'

EXPERTASSERTS

SAID I, IS REPQR T

-
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t

ten

Persons to Slaughter Are
Given as the Reason.

4

V;
'-

-7

3 MEN ARE DEAD

Mr

Twelve Persons Are Reported Dead at Cairo; Students at Azhar University
Have Declared a Strike.

Extra

Three-fourt-

two-thir-

JVAk

1

New Types of Fire Arms
and the Desire of Many

(ny The AMoclnted PrrM.)

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 25.
Christmas and a fifty-mil- e
gale arrived together
along the central
Vessels in San
California coast.
Francisco bay were blown from
their moorings and several more
which had put out were forced to
return.
One ferry boat was driven onto a
mud bank, causing a near panic
among her passengers, though none
was injured. At intervals
ferry
service between this city and those
across San Francisco bay was interrupted. Many telephone, fire
alarm and telegraph wires were
blown down and the dragging anchors of a steamship in the bay was
entangled in the telegraph cables
leading to Oakland.
Accidents during the storm cost
three men their lives.

(Hy The Annrlnlrd Prraa.
Cairo, Egypt. Dec. 25 (by the
Associated Press)
Bluejackets ar-- 1
re... a.
..,,
'IV
'
f,
,.
rived horn Saturday night in connection with the several days riotof
ceived 300
ing. It is reported a flotilla of
armed Nile boats, manned by men
of the royal nnvy, will proceed to
Upper Egypt within aSaidfew days.
say mobs
Reports from Port
i
1
penetrated into the European quarBritish
that
the
military
ter, but
quickly restored order.
.1
,
i
It is understood that the military has assumed control at Port
low
Said.
Disturbances were reported toARE
STUDENTS
6,073
day from various parts of Egypt,
hut the police and military were
ON HARVARD ROSTER
said to be handling the situation.
The martial law order notifies the
(By The Anrlnted Vrm.)
public that disorders and rioting
Mass., Dec. 25.
Cambridge,
and the destruction of property
all
Every state In the union, nearlyand
will be rigorously suppressed by the
territorial possessions
the
snoot
to
ordered
who
are
military
fortv-tw- o
foreign countries are rep
when necessary.
resented this year among the 6,073
Tho dead reported in cairn up
students enrolled at Harvard unito last night was twelve. There
versity.
wcTe minor
disturbances in the
Four and one-haper cent rame
native quarter today but the mill- from foreign shores.
was In control.
tnrv
PASSED
CHRISTMAS
American
Jesse
British
countries
Guilford,
Jock
1921.
Left
to
tho
of
open champ;
Hutchison,
The golf champs
foreign
right:
Among
Quiet prevailed in the European
sendlnc- students to Harvard. Can- amateur; Miss Marion Ilolliiuj, women's national; Walter Ilagen, professional (above), and James M. quarter, a number of persons havIN IRELAND
QUIETLY
China
i
ada leads with seventy-fouBarnes, national open champ.
ing beet arrested.
and Japan
EXCEPT IN BELFAST is second with fifty-fou- r
those killed last night
Among
won
the
Walter
American
title.
and
the
with
notepro
twenty.
third
Hapen
The past year has been a
triumphs of
a man known as "Professor
title and Miss Marian Hollins the was
polfcrs over the British after
(By The Ansoclated l"fii.)
,
Jean Orth," a well known figure.
worthy one as far as golf is coni ft nm --r r"
nn
HutchiJock
in
national.
women's
1920.
to
AusBritishers
Christmas
the
25.
Dec.
an
was
tho
saw
London,
cerned in that it
bowing
He claimed that he
W. AIMU J. UttlU ItAIVI
accordwon
the
title.
son
tho
British
M.
in
won
Barnes
whose
James
open
thrones
to
open
Ireland,
the
mysterious
passed quietly
of new champs
trian archduke,
LEAVES K. C. TUESDAY
disannearance was chronicled a ing to reports, except fn Belfast,
l
CM DnilTC TO DflCAnCMS
nnmhrr of years ago. He was where some shooting and other disi nunwunn
L.I1 iiuu lb
tabbed several times in the back. turbances occurred last night an
All the other persona killed were early today. Shots were exchanged
323
Kansas City, Mo., Defl. 25. The
OF
GERMANY
between several men and two ponatives.
members of the Washington
Students of the Azhar univerBiiy licemen, one of the latter being twonty
wounded In the arm. Three armed
hgvn derlnred a strike.
Minor disturbances, wnicn in men entered the house of William
Murmock, Belfast, and shot him
IS
TO REGAIN
police took control of, occurred
at Damnnhur and Benl Souef, In the back. Another civilian was
that
The
fact
fired on while walking and John
In southern Egypt.
Gill was held up and fired at, sufthe telegraphs, telephones and the
Inare working normally
fering injuries.
railways
ORDER
OF
TO TAKE ACTION
dicates a favorable situation prevails in that province.
LINCOLN GAS CO. TO
auIt was understood that the ultion the
decided
have
APPORTION $284,000
thorities
(By The Ainoclnled Tten.)
Former Soldiers Counted On mate destination of Said Zalglonl
Seventy-Fiv- e
Lindsborg CitParis. Dec. 25. Helena Jacqtie-miand
Pasha, a nationalist leader,
(By The
Prui.)
to Form a Powerful Fac- five
who has just been distinguishizens, Armed and Trained,
of his fotlowers.
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 25. A deInformed
wrs
a
Madame
Zalgloul
pubed
order,
Esspecial army
by
tor in
Are Ready to Block
layed Christmas gift in the sum
lished In tho Official Journal, In
by the authorities that she might of $284,000, apportioned to patShe
replhjd.
Commercial Relations.
Join her husband.
rons of the Lincoln Gas company
cape of Bandits.
recognition of her bravery at the
however, that it was her intention will bo distributed
the romin'?
In a little town,
lived
of
10,
age
in
his
Egypt.
Annoi
Infrd
The
to
take
Pren.)
place
Assorfntrd
The
TreM.)
(Ily
(By
week, it was announced today. The
Montherme, in the Ardennes, which
thousand
23.
Dec.
Five
Stirred
In
Is
25.
of
Berlin,
the
rebates to
Dec.
money
way
Topeka, Kans.,
department was entirely occupied German soldiers, many of them URGfeS CHURCHMEN TO
To learn a good paying business.
Only
gas consumers who have for sevto action by tho prevalence of bank by the Germans during
the war.
Into
crossed
of
high rank,
eral years been paying In excess nf
robberies in Kansas, Lindsborg citHelcne's services were on the officers
PACT
who
war
those
and
an
the
PEACE
Jtussia
ENDORSE
a dollar a thousand, the rate fixed
regard
shortly after
opportunity for
same lines as those of Miss Cavell were cither
izens have formed an
absorbed in attempts
ordinance. The gas comby
city
in Belgium. Her father, Paulin
organization.
advancement more highly than immediate
to carry on somo sort of trade
pany resisted the rate when It was
(By The AMoclnted PrM.
Seventy men, systematically dis- Jacquemln, with the help of Heleno.
were given employment In the
put Into effect and the case has
Cloyne, Ireland, Dec. In 25all (by
tributed over the city, trained and and her brother. Andre, organized or
scouts
trade
are
the
Red
In
been fought
army. They
the lower federal
salary expected, need apply.
the Associated Press.)
heavily aimed, are ready upon sig- a service for aiding the young men who are
par- courts up to the United States subeing counted on to form churches of the forty-seve- n
nal to block the escape ot robbers. of the department to get away to a
a
the
afof
in
factor
which
parleys
powerful
Cloyne,
court,
diocese
preme
recently
the
Colonial
of
Like the Minute Men of
join the French army. Routes which must follow establishment ishes
was firmed tho contentions of the city
letter from Bishop Browne that
days, thoy are ready to spring to through the Ardennes forests were
stable commercial relations.
A check Issued by a bonding comread today, recommending
action in a moment's notice. The laid out by which those about to of Scores
those
of
are
Germans
held
employed
be
by
pany for the full amount of the
business men form an auxiliary. reach military age, Instead of bemeetings
public
Guns are in practically every busi- ing sent to Germany, could escape by the Russian government in approving the peace treaty with rebates was received yesterday and
and others Great Britain.
payments will begin as soon as the
ness place with men pledged to use to the Belgian
frontier, thence technical capacities,
the Soviets
living with
The purpose, the letter said. apportionments can be made.
them.
Holland and so back to are
through
resume
can
the
field
tn
acceptance
endorse
day they
116 SOOTH THIRD
But let Phil E. Zimmerman,
.hnM hn
France They also organized a against
commercial of the treaty and demand that
mum-trie- s
One hundred years ago the
between tho big prospective
courier postal service
secretary tor me Associated
a
dall
follow
was
use
which
on
the
would
known
rubber
(V.
for
of Kansas, tell the story:
fight
only
France and the occupied depart"At 11 o'clock on the morning of ment.
change of government or a rec- obey their constituents' mandate for removing pencil marks.
a recent November day, three
In
1915, some Herman soldiers ognition of the Soviet rule.
Ulg business men in Germany
Lindsborg men were discussing the presented themselves at tho Jac- over increasing number of bank quemin homo and said that they are turning to RuHsia in the hope
which
with
robberies and the ease
orders to search it. Tho father that stabilization of the govern-trie- d
their getaway had to escape to the forest near, ment and exploitation of tho rethese pests make
after negotiating a job. One of the but a bullet brought him down on sources of that country will help
men said: 'What do you say, boys, his threshold.
save Central
Europe from an
time.
unsafe for
make Lindsborg
Tho mother and Helene then 10 economic chaos which many pro
"Muskrats are very plentiful, let's
robbers!'
store
or
to
bank
believe lies only a few
"But we fess
ven ra nld. were arrested.
possibly for the reason that the
"As the result of this remark, by refused to say a word," Helene months ahead,
southwestern species are not very 3 o'clock
same afternoon. recounts.
that
sworn
the most power-t- o
rather
Stinncs,
Hugo
"We
had
valuable, their hair being too Mayor Ludwig Nelson had called a
No trick nor ful financial figure In Germany,
die than speak.
short.
for
mass
y
telephone)
meeting (by
interests in
could break our resolution. whoso pie-w"I believe game was povlded for k n. m..
and on the hour, tne city threat
holds that
me and my mother sia were extensive,
the use of man," said Mr. McLe- hall was comfortably filled wnn so as separated
to force me to speak but I German industrialists must deal
llan, "but I also believe man owes men who listened eagerly to the
father was near! with Russia to save themselves
nature the consideration ot de- plan presented for the protection of felt that my poor
and possibly the old world from
telling me to ray nothing."
stroying only such game as is need-al- the city. An organization was per- me,Helena
is now at the girls' high industrial stagnation,
ed for food or clothing and
fected and ward committees ap- school at Charleville. where
can't fail to have "good luck" with new
herj Felix Deutseh, director general
lowing the remainder to flourish,
with instructions to meet
just published has made of the German General Electric
for the benefit of futue genera- pointed
at the earliest possible date and citation
if you follow a few fundamental rules
the heroine of the day.
company, which had vast lnvest- tions.
organizations. The herHer
perfect the wardmet
elder brother
graduated ments In Russia, has endeavored
"We have never had any moose committeemen
the next morncolleso
some
to
St.
arrive
at
of cookery. (See cookbook offer below.)
in; recently
agreeCyr Military
in this section, but elk were very ing at 10 o'clock, and after an from
1914 and was killed a few months ment with the Russians for the
plentiful not very long ago. The hour's session, the Lindsborg
was a going after at Eparges.
operation of the company's proplast herd of elk in this section I
organization
erties there.
know of lived in the Sacramento aoncern. The whole thing was acIn pastry making, for instance, the shortening must
r
Walter Rathenau, nominal head
mountains of New Mexico. Fifteen complished in less than twenty-fouof the board of directors of the
years ago some market hunters hours from the time it was con
be rich or the crust will be tough.
must also be
German Goneral Electric com,
slaughtered the entire herd and ceived.
pany, is reported to share the
hauled them to El Paso. Thcro
"An average of three meetings a
views of Stinnes and Deutseh that
were four wagon loads sold In tho week have been held since in which
dejicate, or the pastry will have a greasy taste
El Paso markets as food. There the force has been tusctpunea, lac-tiGermany cannot much longer
will detract from the flavor of the custard or fruit
are none now, except a few planted
neglect her Russian advantages.
and strategy worked out and
IS AT
German manufacturers have had
by the government recently In the defined, and plans formulated for
the lion's share of Russian trade
White mountains.
coping with any emergency.
filling. For wholesomeness, it should be of vegetable
since the conclusion of peace and
Beavers Are Depleted.
"iiMa from the executives, the
have
on
"To think of beaver is enough force consists of a captain, two lieu
dealt
cash
a
basis.
they
origin.
to make one sigh. You will find tenants and fifteen men in eai.ii
Thousands of tons of merchandise
ft
of
a few small colonies of beaver ward, or an approximate total
have been shipped Into the Soviet
near El Paso, but tho animal has seventy men, all carefully selected
of
country, but disorganization
been sadly depleted by trappers. and armed to the teeth. Three
sslan railroad traffic early In
Expert cooks use Crisco for pastry because it answers
The greatest onslaught against this
winter
a
tho
inutes after the alarm is sounueu.
tho
hit
Germans
hard
Presid
Calls
One
.sealDeleqate
is the richest shortening
all these requirements.
tribe came after the defeat of ths the town will be 'hermetically and
blow, and forced them to store
Apaches.
During" the time of ed,' every exit beingmanblocked iu
Officer a Liar and Is many train loads of goods on tho
ing
knows
barricaded.
was
beaver
Every
the
fruitful
Geronlmo,
northwest frontiers.
can be made simply the solidified cream of first
survey of
Thrown Out; Convention
and multiplied, with little inter- place and duty. A careful
ana
every
made
was
'
ference on the part of the Indians. the city
is pure, white, tasteless,
Try Craco in this recipe
quality vegetable oils.
Sings "Red" Songs.
After the Apaches were defeated, strategic point will be occupied by
HANG
Tne
or
in
In
came
night,
armies
into
their
day
trappers
as delicate and digestible as shortening
odorless
principal
New York, Dee. 25. The Work
lands and dealt the death blow to border on or near the
WINDSOR TARTLETS
right inn ers' Party of America, crgumieui
Mr. and Mrs, Beaver and child-se- street Intersections, andFrederick-socan be.
that limited zone Chief the
yesterday, today adopted several
2 eggt
intends to annihilate
articles o( the constitution under
Cnsco
Today, Texas Is one of the iew
OF
4
tableipoonfuli
miraa
but
In fact, nothing
states that allow the killing of
they propose to be governed
4 tablespoonfuls sugar
to which
by a central committee of seventeen
beavers. It cannot be done in New cle will ever enable the robbers
M tabltspoonfult cornstarch
outposts.
extreme
to
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proletarians.
get
Mexico and Arizona, but even with
.
5 powdered macarooni
some
At
meeting
'UI course me "s""'"!
yesterday's
the laws it Is almost too late to
cherriel
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etc., necessarily cannot db uisi;u"- dozens of aspirins delegates were
save the species.
' 1 glace
mici-ci"
thrown out bodily, but today only
piece lemon peel
"The same fate has come upon ed: keeping tnem
for caning
of the battle.
one man was ejected
H tablespoonful chopped atmondi
the otter, once plentiful In this tenths
Senarate ana aisiinct irom m.s the presiding officer a Har.
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men
accordbusiness
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ing
whose hide brings $12 and $14, auxiliary.
district, an principles subscribed to today, was be hanged for the killing of Ven
them to a cream. Add yolk of eggs, 1 at a
and an otter is now a scarce com- made of the business
the
of
for
class
taken
to "organize the working
tura Bencomo, Silver CItv Jailer.
being
inventory
time, and beat each well in. Chop cherries and
modity.
for a day ghf the abolition of capitalism through on the night of April 1. 1921, the
"Even the coyote, once as plen- weapons available
peel, add them and macarooni to mixture, mix
will be the establishment of the workers supreme court has decided. The
there
result,
a
As
robbery.
Roll
tiful as rats. Is yielding the palm
thoroughly, add almond and cornstarch.
in practi- republic."
For Frying-Fo- r
is reversed as to Jesus
judgment
of victory to man. Several years from one to four ofguns
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full.
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them
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tin
three
of the Workers' Party of
survey
All three men are nattvtS of Mex
parts
work on the coyotes, whose hides similar section.
The city will fur and asree to abide by the discipline ico, Corral 16 years of age, Losano
oven until mixture it let and brown. Dust
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the
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Rocha
22.
Do you know how to plan your meals?
Corral
and
sugar
Is a scarcity of coyotes In ChihuaOne delegate suggested to Steven the Jailer with an axe. The su
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ammunition ...Ill
crossbars of pastry over mixture, if liked. Stale
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membook will tell you.
This
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month.
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preme court holds there was noand Arizona traps and poison each
to Birscher,
bers be limited to men and women evidence
to connect
"Arrangements are being made
whatever
A complete dinner menu for every day of the
have done the same work."
Lindsof "sound moral character."
Rocha with the killing.
organize the farmers in the
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year 365 in all and 615 original recipe.
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Sift flour and salt and cut Crisco into
person of sound moral character." equipped with flies, knives and
STAGE AN EXPOSITION
& Gamble
Co.,
The meeting was adjourned by hacksaws. The knives were made
flour with knife until finely divided.
primp.F OF WALES IS
DtPf-oHome Eco
singing of tne "Internationale" and from bed springs, Dugan believed,
be used to finish blend
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a new song, "we u Jrieep u ivou but tie did not know now tney se
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Ron legislature passed a constltu
ing materials. Add gradually suffinomics, Cincinnati, Ohio.
cured the other implement. They
Flag Flying Hero."
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cient water to make stiff paste. Water
tional amendment authorizing 'an
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Please send postpaid, "A Cal- to be all ready to try an
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International exposition to be held
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with knife through dry ingredients.
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for a vote on it by people at an elec- of Wales arrived
hand
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Form
and
quickly
enthulightly
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tion in May and adjourned a special Patna and met with an
into dough; roll out on slightly floured
session lasting one week yesterday. siastic reception, although, owing
inch thick.
the
board, about
of
a
Book Emporium of
Under the terms of a bill passed. to the hartal,
majority
The
(By The
Pre.)
"'
Use light motion in handling rolling-piMexico. Mo.. Dec. 25. Nine per
the sum of $3,000,000 is to be raised Indian residents held aloof from
the
Southwest
and roll from center outward.
sons were injured seriously and a
for the exposition by a tax on gaso- attending the procession.
Book
a
of
We
furnish
kind
any
the
Sufficient for one small pie.
score slightly hurt when eastbound
Later the prince attended
line.
obtainable through t,ho trade,
The constitut'onal amendment races, where the hartal had no Wabash passenger train numuer
that we do. not have in stock,
names fifteen citizens who will effect.
four, Kansas City to St. Louis, was
at publisher's price.
'
erv ft rutr.ir !: sioners and have
derailed near Wellsvllle, Mo., toDo yon ue Crisco now?
Silver fox skins were recently day. Railroad authorities ascribed
control and management of the ex
Strong's Book Store
g
rails.
a
to
accident
sold in London for f 1,250
piece. the
spreading
position,
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Auorlaftd rrrss.)
El Paso. Tex., Dec. 25. Natural
gams In tne southwest is rapidly
New. types of firedisappearing.
arms and the desire of many reto slaughter same have
sulted In the complete destroying
of a number of animals In the
southwest and many other animals and birds are almost extinct,
according to J. K. McLellan, an
111 Paso taxidermist, who Is said
to have kept in close touch with
animal and bird life for many
years.
the
mentioned
Mr. McLellan
grizzly bear as an example. bclni?
were
never
plentiful,
slow breeders, but they should
have been retained ns the pride of
the southwestern wilds, he said.
But according to Mr. McLellan, at
the rate hunters are killing them
they soon will be only curiosities.
Kill Mother and Young.
"A female bear has one or two
cubs a, year and the little onesn
should remain with their
months or more," he said,
"yet It is common for hunters to
kill the mother bear with her
young.
"Every one knows what happened to the deer family before
the deer were protected, but, at
that. rjrotectlon came too late. Our
native deer soon will be extermiare being
at the rate they
nated
Tin. l.lnnlr n41 tvnA OnnTI
..II, ...4
will be as scarce as the buffaloes
which once roamed tho southwestern plains in countless herds."
Mountain sheep also are about
gone, according to the taxidermist.
"I remember when there were
black tail sheep in the mountain
in New Mexico, but I understand
ho said.
they are no longer there," herds
of
"There used to be great
Chihuahua.
of
state
In
the
them
Mexico, but even there they are
seldom seen, now. Americans are
even going to the border Mexican
states to slaughter game wholesale.
"There only BOO lobo wolves left
In the United States, according to
a prominent authority. A small
percentage uf these roam the wilds.;
of the southwest, but they will not'
roam long. They were never very
plentiful, however.
"I don't know how many lobo3
there are in Mexico, but at the rate
the Mexicans are killing them
their hides are worth $3 each-t- here
won't be any before long.
Last winter 100 lobos were killed
on the Hearst estate In Chihuahua.
Antelope Aro Scarce.
"Antelopes were once so common in the southwest that ' tho
cowboys had to kill them as nuisances. . They would run with
cattle herds and stampede the
steers and were In the way. Today
a hunter finding an antelope Is
lucky, Indeed.
"One of the few animals that
have outwitted man to date is the
let me say
fox.
Incidentally,
there Is no species of black or
foxes. Foxes of either of these
hues are simply freak offspring
of the reds. Foxes know how to
steal the bait without springing
traps and there Is no killing them
with poison. The fox's intelligence apparently will assure him
the freedom of the wilds for a long
(By The
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WHY THE PERFECT 36' HAS PASSED, NEVER TO RETURN
THE

a

hu com to speak with the
frankness.
Yes, this sounds
like a preface to remarks on the limitation of arms conference, but it actually
leads to opinions on the limitation of the
corset.
Do you wear a corsetT
Before the great war this queBtlon could
be put only to men, otherwise It would fall
Into the list of foolish questions. Then all
women young, old, stout, slender, tall, thin,
pretty and not so prettywore corsets. Today not half of them do. It Is one of the outstanding (we are getting to bate this word)
effects of the war. Whether or no: this recomlief is to bo added to the atroclti
mitted by the German horde on civilization
cannot yet be told. Another decade may be
necessary to fix Its status.
But do you wear a corset?
Once this question cculd be answered by
the sense of sight; now another sense must
be used, for in these m- -'
days a corset
Is to be folt and not S'
Tlio change was
not established wllhou . ertain losses.
There's the "perfect thirty-six,- "
the bust
measure that every woman of every age and
condition of embonpoint nspired to that's
gone Into the discard.
For in the production of a. new silhouette
the bust Is of comparatively small Importance. Only old fashioned men deplore 1U
admire the "boy
wonici
disappearance;
front," and by a mystei .i.u.s decree of nature
,
boys are bustless.
time

The accompanying photographs show plainly why "the perfect 36" has passed. No
girl tightly
could scale the rock or play tennis. The two others have lost no charm by sensible clothes.

Sports the Chief Cause of Women Abandoning
Old Tight Fitting Corsets That Set
So-call-

Standard of Beauty Present Girdles Far
Different From Stays of Our GrandmothersWhat the Doctors, the Feminists and Manufacturers Say About
Present Day Modes
" aU to strength as in the mujcles
,udvnfleinlPreaK0Il.0f iens and w,ro nJ
questioner saw, and framework covered by this device. Of

but how about the new generation of girls.
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the debutantes, jeere they giving up the
corset?
"A few misguided ones, perhaps," sniffed
the French corsetiere, "but they will all
come to It a little later when they perceive,
as they must, how inferior Is their appearance to that of their properly corseted sisters. In fact, the young person needs a
corset when her mother perhaps doesn't so
much.
The girl from 16 on should have
her tender body protected physicians will
tell you that and nowhere Is so much in

rr

sr.

v
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What the Modern Corset Is
And Its Surprising Shape
Well, with the submergence of a bust
came the straight front cage, which begins
lower down and in Its evolution went lower
At the present moment In
and lower.
fashion a corset which Is a corset and Just
now the corset that isn't must wait begins
only an inch or two above the waistline, but
makes up for deficiency. there by extravagance below that line.
Put a man into this contrivance and he
would not be able either to stand up or sit
down; women find no difficulty in doing
either even in their hours of ease.
But in the adoption of an article of apparel those who affect the present corset
have rejected the figure of Milo as stoutly
as ten years since they rejected that of
Medici.
The pinched waist and the redundant hips are not marks of beauty, but
neither is the Miletan style; of stern and
almost masculine strength.
A long, lithe loveliness Is the Ideal. It lias
given lines to the new corset which are supposed to realize this ideal. And it does the
work, although In many Instances the corset
of the moment does it under tremendous
difficulties.
"Why will men either rage at us or ridicule, us," said a woman, "because, like sensible creatures, we have abandoned that hor- -'
riblo case? For the second time In the
history of modern fashion we are able to be
comfortable without making ourselves ridiculous; we can wear Just as much or as little
of what we need to keep In or to let out and
they rage about our new freedom. I am
one of a myriad of women who delight in It
and we can assure the passe gentlemen that,
despite what they say, we will never go back
into the cage."
War work, on this side or over there, with
Its uniforms, its urge toward the discarding
of all hampering garments, put the dot on
the eye of" a fashionable change In corseting
which had already begun to please women.
Gymnasium Work and Life in Open

Helped Produce Girdle Corset
Gymnasium exercises, life in the open had
been influencing them in the same direction

long before. These things Joined In produc
ing the girdle corset. That Is very generally
worn by young women and there ire a good
many of these who have discarded even this
feeble stay. Indeed, it is said that the flapper generation of 1921 wear no corset, not

that girls are getting larger that the little,
big and bigger girl was adding perceptibly
to her inches and besides being taller had

developed certain muscles In arm and leg
that In preceding generations had practically atrophied for lack of use. A more
recent report was said to have come from
the health examinations of the Young Woman's Christian Association making practically tho same statement.

Girls Who Do Not Wear 'Em
Are Healthy Specimens Indeed
These records, unfortunately, do not exist
In the Y. W. C. A. The head of the
depart.
Burnt mentioned remarked that they were to

"I
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ner corset

k
ma
cumax oi an,. ,ner

Tlio
tuo
luuvtujt
sins against propriety as the elder generation
jwiKw iu ner snort sKirt (tor which she
wasn't responsible, and anyway, it was a
style her mother adopted), her cigarette
smoking, her free and easy companionship
wun me Doys or ner set, these might all be
dismissed with a steh'and raised evphrnn-but checking her corset was a pdsitlve step
iirnoru perauion. an it can be read a per.
mi reueiuon,

Many Varied Opinions Gathered
From Those Most Interested
It may well be doubted If a corset, In addition to the other things it holds In, counter-

acts a tendency to immorality. And when
the argument was carried so far reason gave
the daughters an advantage. Their mothers

mignt oespalr of ever getting them married,
but the corsetless damsels knw better and,
as a matter of record, a good many of them
have married. It remains to be seen whether
the corset war will be carried over between
them and their own daughters, when these
come, but there is nothing to be learned by
nisiory wnicn says it will not be.
"m """u " l",H serious bud- .
number 5
te,r.hM. asked
flV11'
"U"B "
irienos among women, of cor- -

'

CopyrtirM.

1021.

course tney should be required to assume a
corset at the proper time of life without
consulting their own whims. It is the duty
of the parent to compel this."

Doctors Also Favor Corsets
For Much the Same Reason
The doctors, strange to say, are on the
Ide of the corset and advance
pretty nearly
the same reasons for its retention by women
as are used by the manufacturers. These
are that by serving as a brace for the

wearer, protection of delicate nart of th
body from cold and other exposure it is a
distinct benefit.
"But I will hedge on this," said a physician, who had seemed to fully indorse the
feminine coat of mail, "by saying that If it
is never put on it will not be missed."
And here Is the testimony of a young
woman who for half a dozen years has held
a responsible position in a publishing house.
Said she:
"I first put on a corset that my mother
provided for me when I was IS, and I
hated it. Full of whalebone, it restricted
my freedom in a cruel way. When I got
older I discarded this torturesome
thing, and
adopted a sort of girdle. WeU, I was just
as unhappy in a different way. I fancied
that I was always cold.
"Now I wear a high priced corset made
for me by an up to date concern after
my
own measurement It is very low in front
and not very deep, but it isn't a more
girdle;
it has a few whalebones but they are
set
in carefully and I never feel them,
know they give me a braced feeling. I just
can
bend over, stoop, throw my hands over
head and touch them to the floor, andmyI
don't stick a bone into me or snap one. I
am perfectly comfortable and wouldn't
give
up the style I wear now although the general style may change.
"I can wear a corset about a
and
then I throw it away and get a year
new one.
I think that many women get harm from
the use of old corsets. In this way: When
they buy a new one they put the old one,
with its twisted and broken bones, on to
do their housework in. Of course, these worn
out things are uncomfortable and may do a
hurt. Far better to discard the old pair
and wear the new constantly."
So much for the friends and enemies
of
the corset; each had her chance. But not A
a word has been said about tight lacing, an
evil for which the corset was for a long time
justly condemned. The reason for not going
into this phase of the subject is clear, because in the modern style of women's dress
nobody to be thought stylish needs to lace

tightly.

The essential thing to observe is negatively put: "Don't bulge out in a conspicuous place."
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be compiled, but owing to press of other work
they had not yet been. She said, however,
that from hor observation the general statement was truev
"Our girls in tho 'gym' are splendid,
healthy specimens, and if the question be
confined .to whether or not they aftect the
corset I tan say positively they do not.
"It is very amusing to see girls come
here as beginners who have been In the
habit of wearing something that approaches
at least to the old fashioned stays. Before
very long they see under what disadvantages
they do the exercises. Then It is not a
great whllo and you see them wrapping up
their corsets to carry them homo rather
than to wear them hdme. They cannot bear
to resume tho restricting thing even for so
short a time. At last they adopt the girdle
or perhaps they wear no confining apparatus
at all. This evolution Is so general it may
be put down as universal.
"Our girls are ready for any strenuous
i
b
',
.A work or play, and wo are proud of them.
They can look smart, too, In spite of the
fact that the corset, strictly speaking, Is no
part of their wardrobe. You see, they are
taught right away to hold themselves well,
and that in the last analysis was the real
' t
purpose of the corset. When the muscles
can do this Its purpose disappears
"We have a fine collection of pictures that
show how these latent powers are brought
5
'
to activity, more or less quickly, depending
in some degree on the Intelligence of the
girl. And among these photographs of our
department we have a special lino depicting
how mart and well set up a girl who ha
been taught rightly to hold herself walking,
sitting and standing can bo ' who doesn't
wear a corset. The girls appreciate, this
fact and are delighted by a freedom which
does not at the same time make dowdies of
them.'
"No mere man," sl.e added, laughing,
"could ever toll that these young women
or
when dressed for the street or the theatre dance, inwhat not, with one on, while the
the belief that she had kept her
mother,
or for business didn't have corsets on."
daughter "decent," breathed a sigh of relief.
xBut In the cloakroom mademoiselle checked
Were to the
Girl

even a girdle, nothing but their clothes, and
very little of them at that.
It may be true that the crusade against
the corset started In the "gym." The athletic young woman who never misses her
"setting up" course of mornings, swings
dumbbells and Indian clubs, swings between
parallel bars, bends forward and back with
knees held straight and rigid fifty times,
couldn't do these exercises in a corset. And
It follows that having done them to the accompaniment of deep, full breathing and a
sense of happy life and health, she is too
wise to put on a corset afterward.
Home time ago an article was printed about
1he Improved physical condition of young
women. It was a widespread Search that led
to every part of the country and especially
to all the women's colleges. In sum, the
facts collected showed that girls to
are bigger, stronger, healthier than ever before, and in passing it was also learned that
this "larger" generation of women were not
averse to matrimony, that their added Inches
and increased strength did not take them
from the Instinct of mating and motherhood.
Unless these signs fall, the generation to
appear will have better chances for health
and succes in life than the tw oor three
which immediately precedjd It.
Budding
And although in Its questionnaire the corWhat Trousers Were to Boy
net subject was touched on delicately, there
were received some figures which showed
To corset or not to corset Is a more serious
that the typical college woman of 1921 did question than the average man Imagines.
TTot regard the corset as an indisponsable
Not so many years ago there was no aladjunct to a good figure. She wears only an ternative, and when the time came for a
opology for one, if she has not discarded it growing girl to put one on it was as much
altogether.
a badge of her maturity as the first long
The prevalence of the golf girl, the tennis trousers are to her
brother. She felt proud
girl, the swimming girl and rowing girl does to be buckled In.
not mean that in the future we may expect
has
That day
and in the battle
but one type, that of the heroic, for of course which has ensued passed,
between mothers who are
there will always be little girls for those Oetermined to bring up their
girl children
who adore little girls, and big girls and trigprecisely as they were brought uo them
ger girls for the undersized men, who natur- selves will be found tho vital germ of much
ally choose their wives out of the latter of the unrest of the younger
generation and
class.
also of the avalanche of criticism that has
descended
on
the
Latest Reports of the Y. W. C. A.
lately
poor, misunderstood
Show That Muscles Are Used How girls.
The mnthpr
rnnnnt iinvBt.nJ
; The world of women isn't going to be made objection their dauM
rjn nniM. h
uninspiringly uniform by a few calisthenics, to anything that will Hv thm
will
be a little nay, a figure, and the girls,
Only each class of girl
observing the
great deal better prepared for life than the of their elders, are firmly determined figures
never
mothers were before them. And in this imto have anything like them.
sex
of
discarded
the
the
corset
or
provement
It was an impasse and only a kind of de
the corset reduced to a minimum will have ceptive conciliation, intended
to spare the
to be measured as a factor.
elder woman's susceptibilities, made a kind
The statistics compiled by this news,
paper in the inquiry referred to did show
- "
to-d-

ed
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are various curiosities in the
of foreign crackers, or biscuit,
as they are sometimes called. It may
be remarked, by way of preface, that Uscuii
Is French for "twice cooked," and Is
the same as the German truHctack.
The Italians make all their crackers in this
way, the varieties familiar to us not being
In common use with them. Italian bakers
save all their old bread and convert it into
"biscuit" of this kind. For thiB reason the
bread largely used in Italian and Sicilian
restaurants is so made that pieces may be
broken from the loaf without making a
jagged ena. f rom the Italian biscuit we
pass to another Latin delicacy the neat
biscuit of South America.
Variety of the Tamalu
etymo-logical-
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Facts About Crackers
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Tied in Banana Leaves
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This is called hallaka, and is a kind of
tamal made of maize flour, small white
..
u
.t-- me
uunno aim vuupycu
wninn
uumj urau,
mildly and appropriately flavored or spiced,
It is made ufTln a couple of big banana
leaves, tied and boiled intact, thus. It is
much used as a standby in Latin America
by travellers and tourists on the Orinoco
and Amazon and In the interior
It is ap- petlzlng, a simple pure food, will keep for
months in a cool place and lsimported for
the use of many of the Latins living in this
country, also for transients and
leans staying at our great hotels. It is pre- -

.j

Ibero-Ame-

setieres and of doctors and he hag multiplied his originally limited knowledge of the

subject

The great corset makers merely smile dis
dainfully when asked If their occupation
waan t pretty nearly gone,
- "Wo will go out of business when there
are no more women in the world," said
Madame whose cheapest corset Is sold for
$25. "Naturally tho style of corset changes
with a change of ntyle In dress, but the
nrfnefnlft nf It rpmnlm ThA rtnrsot In nor..
urv tr, omon i.oiio.i.ii -- r,
woman ever looks so well set up as when
she is equipped with a corset made for her
that minimizes defects of her figure and
accentuates her good points.
"To hear the opponents of the corset speak
is enough to make one laugh,- - They display
so great ignorance. One would think they
had in mind the steel ribbed thing that bound
in Diane de Foi tiers when they inveigh
against the modern corset.
"Instead of being a cage, as they call It,
a proper corset la a support for woman where
she Is Weakest,, and when an individual is
studied for one her health is placed even
before its becomlngneas.
"But what is the use of trying to opposo
fanatics? Let them rave. Meanwhile wo
find more customers for our ' corsets than
we can conveniently and properly serve. So
much for a ridiculous rumor that the corsot
tuslnes. is suffering.
Madame was assured that her remarks

....

hv Tha New York
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tlmes be advantageously

warmed up in cold
weather in the oven or by Immersion for
three minutes in boiling water.
It is of Interest to note the flour and
biscuit of the tropics. There are a dozen
different bread fruit trees scattered throughout tropical regions. One of the flours, made
from the bread fruit tree of tropical America
known as the yuka, la a regular article of
commerce in the New York market It is
onIy Bo1d ln carton
ete groceries, is
P"re art'c'' f f'", Bylsh-whlt- 8
u,lte
y

","u
agreeable taste. In cooking that alkalinity
ttnd crldlty
r8 mostly driven off. In It
fresh frnlt form u ' ,n Bha')e elongated like
a S18"' Plantain, and for drying and converi
sion into nour is cut aown long oerore ripen- lng, so that It has. like a. green banana, not
a semblance of sweetness. But the same
fruit, allowed to ripen fully, then sun dried,
oecomes almost as sweet as a Smyrna nf.
This tree grown cake bread is eaten dried
thus, and along with the tree growing flour
forms the chief food of millions in the
tropics.

The compressed fig coffee of the Teutons,
has been used by them for over a
century, is also used in the United Statesas
a light cake or soft cracker on account! of
its agreeable caramel flavor Just as many
persons like the flavor of the semi-burwhich

nt

akin of a well baked apple. It is a
tnB' Pure food, and Is the only coffee extant
whlch c?n
used both, as a beverage or a
The "kasabi" torta (we get our word "tart"
from torta) of
a
Is the biggest regular cracker on earth bigger than
the special matzoths of New York's East
Side (which, however, are only made for a
short period in the holidays for the Jews).
It is made from the kasabi root and lightly
fired In cakes about the size of a small
parasol.
A cracker for a hatt
Such, indeed,
is
.
v.. 4i
sometime tha mu
p 0M
ZZ
Spanish-Americ-

--

'Tv tZtlt

TLZl'
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always made bowl shaped, so it can be balanced on the head without any
particular
effort provided no wind interferes.
Rain,
however, quickly soaks and collapses this
singular, edible head gear. The peon thereupon simply chews it up.
Another queer cracker is the
shaped
hardtack of Sicily. The- orletnpulley
m. "
- "'"
....its
nut nuuwii, nor is
meaning. It is alwavs
circular, with a hole in the middle
has
the approximate form of a pulley' and
A high
grade hard tack this, in which egg
enters, and the highest priced bread alwayj
amon
the Sicilians.
The Teuton
it
is a sliced Bum
pernlckel, of very fine grain, and nrobablv
represents the highest development of
kind of rye bread. It always comes in tins!
keeps soft for years if kept closed und Is in
much demand by those folk vh a
for the dry crlspness and hirHn...
crackers, which are often a task on tha
salivary glands.
bread-biscu-

Almond Meal Biscuits Made
With Sugar and Browned
Almond meal biscuits are obtalnaK
i
this country
They are made solelyV
almond debris after the oil
h- -.
pressed, only sugar being ndded as a binder
and baked to a fan.-'- .
nwn
The bitter
almond

h.

debrl. is pr
which Is quite hard,

hll

hilt tha
..ving the aroma
u
ot an lot of lt
iimon,
.
intense disagreeable
,PSS. ' This is be- cause in the oil expres..:..g the kernels
have
been subjected to live steam to increase
the
yield, which dissipates every particle of
acridity from tho nut, now crushed to
powder. We have a homely realization of
this in oiir own kitchens in onions, which
.
by boiling lose their acrldltv.
asuy, were may be mentioned the
"massed" crackers of the Sicilians, which
correspond somewhat to our gingersnaps
and are always sold In higgledy-piggledy
Jumbles or masses. They are massed to- -'
gether with a crinkling of streaming white'
sugar syrup poured over them. As required. '
one or two pound masses ara
T.
customers from the main mass
foe
exposed
sale, which
from thirty to frtw
pounds.
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Monday.
Tea dance at Country club, 3 to
Sausage made In this way, how- 6 p. m.
Schumnnn-Hcln- k
at
concert
SAUSAGES?
ever, may be kept for weeks in
very cold weather if packed in armory, at 8 p. m.
The housekeeper who makes her small jars and covered with meltmeet
will
club
Go
Lucky
Happy
own sausage, has this advantnga ed paraffine, as for Jellies.
with Mr. and Mis. C. C. Quimley
In cooking it, have the frying at 8 p. m.
.over the housekeeper who doesn't:
she knows her sausage meat la pan very hot when you put the
made of pure, ingredients and In cakes into it. Sear them quickly
a sanitary manner, and she can until well browned on both sides, BRILLIANT SEQUIN
put into it the seasonings which cover the pan, decroase the heat
GOWNS ARE MODISH
are most popular with her family. slightly and let cook until thorA meat grinder is the one es- oughly done.
sential in making it at home. Buy
Be sure to mix your sausage in
three and a half pounds of lean a cold place,' as It is most importto keep it cold through all
two
ant
a
half
and
pork and
pounds
of clear fat pork and put this stages of the process indeed, unthe grinder, using a til the minute of using.
through
coarse knife.
The sausage that
I think I may safely say that
one buys in stores is generally too any housewife
who has once
finely ground, with the result that learned to' make her own sausage
the sausages are too solid. Do not In this way, will continue to make
be Influenced by your butcher It it instead of buying it ready-madhe tells you that two and a hatf Also, it is cheaper to make it than
pounds of clear fat pork is too to buy it especially if the family
large a proportion to mix with the is fond of it and has it frequently
three and a half pounds of lean for breakfast. Make six pounds
at a time in this case, as abow
pork, for it Is not.
Now place your ground pork on suggested. If your family does not
a large sheet of clean white paper care much for it, however, and you
and work into it, with the fingers, do not wish to put it in jars cov.6 teaspoons each of salt and pow- ered with paraffine, you had betdered sage, 3 teaspoons of black tor halve the recipe I have given,
pepper, 4 of a teaspoon each of making only three pounds of it, so
ground cloves and allspice, and 1 that you will not have t&o much
pound of rolled cracker crumbs. It on hand.
Some time ago a reader friend
may be necessary to add a very
I
tM.
little water, also, to form a good wrote to osk me where she could
buy the little skin "Jackets" which
paste.
If you have never made it be- the marketed sausages appear in.
fore and are not sure that this Is It is not necessary for the houseo
of
the combination
seasonings wife to use these indeed, the
meat Is far more delicious
which your family will most
when
a
off
small
in
break
cake form.
piece of the
simply served
Left-ovcooked
sausage meat and fry it, as a test.
sausage, if
If it is satisfactory, form the meat combined with hot cooked corn
J
meal much which is turned into
into small cakes about
of an inch thick and put them a mould to cool, makes a splendid
In the refrigerator until noedfd.
variety of scrapple.

PO YOU MAKE YOUR OWN

e.
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TROUBLE TIPS

CHRISTMAS TOASTER
Orange cream toast: Beat two
eggs, add
cupful of scalded top milk and return to disc
stove; stir until thick, then add
one cupful of orange Juice with two
tablespoons of sugar. Mix well and
pour over hot toast made on electric toaster.
Custard toast: Pry four slices of
toasted bread in bacon drippings.
Make a custard of 1 egg, 1 cup of
milk, pinch salt, beaten together.
Pour custard over bread In fry
pan and shake over moderate heat
until firm. Serve with slices o
bacon or small sausages.
Cinnamon toast: Make the toast
on electric toaster; have ready a
paste made of 2 tablespoons of
butter, 2 tablespoons of cinnamon
and 1 tablespoon sugar; spread on
the
browned toast.
one-ha-
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Twinkle, twinkle, little frock Is
what one feels like saying when
viewing the newest evening guwns.
There ia scarcely a collection of
trocks for evening wear which does
not boast cf more scintillating,
sequin frocks than any
Proper olllnff is the secret of shimmering
kind. Glitttrins gowns aleliminating service calls on motor-drive- n other seem
so very appropriate for
electrical appliances.
The ways
user should follow carefully the in- winter affairs. These sequin frocks
come
in
all
the dazzling colors as
structions given by the maker of well as in black
and white. Vivid
the machine, and lubricate regugreens and rose shades are
larly each part as instructed.
A blues,
should be
handy
on a popular.
White, however, is
becoming
shelf near the washer, kept
vacuum-cleane- r,
Ithe favored fashion. Pictured hero
ironer, dish washer or Is a
model
fashioned in
stunning
other appliance.
Proper oiling resequins on very simple lines.
duces wear of the parts, and will white
straight blouse, which reaches
contribute many years to the useful The
hips, is sleeveless and the skirt
life of the machine. On the other the
is
draped to fall In long points at
g
hand
is almost as bad
sides. Two huge roses at the
os under-oilin- g
or failing to oil at ;the
are the only trimming in
all.
A frequent source of trouble hips
Together with a roso- col- with vacuum cleaners is
;Orcd fan they add a pretty color
cauon.
gown.
Keep the electric cord off the
floor, and thereby keep It from
Rather than lose the opportunigetting worn or from boeomlnfr
to secure the much coveted "K"
smashed from constant walking ty
issued by the Kansas state normal
upon It or from rolling the wash- pchool for excellency in athletics,
ing machine across it. An ordi- fourteen
girl students recently
nary concrete basement floor gives hiked ten miles
In a blinding snowtho severest
wear
to
a
possible
covering the distance in two
cord continually dragged across it. storm,
hours.
If the cord Is longer than Is needed and
to reach from outlet to machine,
In marrying, the Icelandic womloop it into several turns, tie these an does
not take her husband's
with light string, and suspend the name. She
merely prefixes "Fru"
loop with light string rom the ma- to her own name.
chine. Then the extra longth of
electric cord will be always available If the arrangement of the articles
when swept at high veloclaundry Is afterwarda changed.
ity through the machine are likely
to strike the swiftly revolving
The customer
must not fall to blades of the fan and do costly
clean her vacuum sweeper regular- damage.
ly both bag and nozzle.
Often
troubles are reported with vacuum
In starting up certain motor-drive- n
cleaners, which prove to be caused
appliances, like washing
by nothing else thaii excessive machines, the user should see that
amount of dirt and dust choking up when the motor Is switched on the
the bag and air paasages. The best principal part of the load is releas
bag made must be emptied, now ed by means of the clutch or other
and then, or that cleaner won't device. Otherwise, in many cases,
clean.
If there Is a revolving the circuit is likely to be overloadbrush, long hairs and threads must ed and a fuse will blow, putting the
be picked off It. or the strands will householder to the inconvenience
wind themselves around the bris- of replacing fuses. Where the matles. The customer should be chine is so designed, the motor
warned against trying to see how should first be Btarted Idle and almany heavy objects like nails, lowed to come to full speed before
coins and hairpins her vacuum the full working load is thrown
sweeper will suck up. Such heavy on it
oil-ca- n

t

i

?

1

Would you believe It? & very
large number of troublo calls come
from Tiew owners of electric appliances, who hnve simply forgotten
to turn on the electricity at the,
switch or socket, and then cannot
understand whv the appliance will
not operat'ev The dealer
who sold
the device, or the nearest electrical
man is telephoned for, and when
the service man arrives he finds
that all he needs to do is to "turn
the switch.
When the machine
won't operate test out the socket
or receptacle with an incandescent
lamp. If the light will not burn
the electricity is cut off somewhere,
probably at the switch, socket or
fuse where it can be easily turned
on!

lf
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over-nllin-

over-Iubr- l-

Ma was in the kitchen making
crullers and I was standing in the
kitchen door admiring the. smell,
and ma sed. How can I werk with
you standing there sniffing like a
steam engine, go on out and get
some air.
s
Wich I, did, not feeling like
starting a argewment with ma wen
there was crullers in the houBe,
and Puds Simkins was setting; on
his frunt steps and I went, over
'and sat on them with him, saying.
My mothers making crullers,
O, is she? sed Puds. And prltty
soon he sed, Hay, I tell you lets
wat, lets go Into a wacky pardner-shlp- ,
slppose everything I get good
to eat I give you half and everything you get you wacky up with

i

i

me.
All rite, Im willing, thats a go,
I sed. Thinking, O, herray, he's
getting stuff to eat. And
Puds sed. About how many crullers la she making, about?
O, a lot, I dont know, maybe
about 60, maybe about 100, I sed.
Wich jest then the Simklnses
cook came out to the frunt door
saying, Heer, your mother sent
these out to you. And she gavo
Puds 2 cookies and a apple and
went In agen, me saying, Q Im glad
we made up that wacky pardner-shiall-wa-

r".-

-

p.

Me too, wen shall we start? sed
Puds.
- How do you meen, wat Jo you
meen, we have started, I sed, and
Puds sed, Like fun we have, I
dident say wen I was going to

one-ha-

lf

ELECTRIC HOME
WILL DISPENSE
WITH SERVANTS

The home electrical Is gradually
doing away with the servant problem. At Mclha, L. I., where a number of homes were built with complete electric equipment, the builders liave a standard layout of fixtures and wiring for each house.
and
For the larger
three-bat- h
houses with provision
for complete electric service one
servant is more than sufficient. For
tho smaller homes no servant is
needed at all where the electric
equipment is complete. A typical
layout for a model electric home
follows:
Living room Four wall bracklamps,
ets, which, with portable
will give sole illumination in the
room; wall switch; two baseboard
outlets and ono floor outlet for
table lamps, floor lamps, vacuum
cleaner heater, fan and piano and
phonograph motors.
celling
Dining room Central
light, floor outlet under table,
switch.
wall
and
baseboard outlet,
Kitchen Central
ceiling light,
waist-higoutlets near sink.
Hodrooms Central ceiling light,
two baseboard outlets, wall switch,
Sun room Central celling light,
wall
baseboard
outlets,
two
switches.
Hall Ceiling light, wall switches
for controlling lights in lower and
upper halls.
light,
Terrace
porch Celling
two wall outletB.
Bathroom
Light over mirror,
baseboard 'outlet.
nine-roo-

h

.

Well lets start rite now, I sed,
and he sed, Aw no, not rite now.
And he ony gave me one bite of
apple and no bite of cookies on account of saying its too hard to
ake a small bite. And I went home
to see if the crullers waa done.
wich they was, and ma gave me 3
and I went out on the frunt steps
to eat them hoping Puds would
come over and try to start the
wacky pardnerahlp.
Wich he dldent, on account of
probably not wunting to give me
the sadlsfactlon of saying no,

nut
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Special

UNDERSTAND
THE ELECTRIC FUSE

SHOULD

Every householder and every
housewife should know how to put
in a new fuse, and should understand why funes are necessary in
la
the house circuits. The fuse
for
he watchdog ot the wires. If are
any reason the appliance you too
using should begin to draw
much current more than the supthe
ply wires can properly carry
little fuse is right there and by
quickly molting out (with a quiet
"poof"!) it opens the circuit.
restored
be
can
service
Before
it is then neewsary to put in another fuse. When you do so, be
sure always to use a fuse of the
10
proper size "6 amp." or
amp." on ordinary circuits;or aim
"20
larger fuses "15 amp."
amp." in special circuits like the
main supply fuses for the house,
or for larger appliances.
of
Keep a supply of extra fuses
a shelf
proper sizes on hand, on fuse-boor in a drawer near the
Remember a fuse always blows because of overload or trouble. Unless the cause is located and elim-in
inated, the new fusci you put no
will continue to blow. Under
circumstances attempt to prevent
such blowing by using anything
fuse.
else than the proper-size- d
hairpins, nails,
Wire expedients,
pennies, etc., are all positively dangerous. Use only the right fuse
for the circuit.
x.

ELECTRIC COOKING IS
FUN FOR HOUSEWIFE

NOTES OF THE STATE
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well-kno-
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As a medicinal antiseptic
for
louches In treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine
Ills it has no equal. For ten years
:ne Lydia J. PinKnam Medlcino Co.
Das recommended
Paxtlne in their
private correspondence with wom-

which proves its superiority.
have been cured say it
"worth its weight In gold." At
Irugglsts, 60c. large box, or by mail.

en,

rv'omen who

Me

rrrton Toilet

Co,, Boston, Mass,

parents.
Princess Nagako is betrothed
to Prince
Eirohito, recently
named regent of the Japanese
empire owing to the poor health
of his father, the presnt emperor.
The forthcoming wedding of the
couple is expected to be one of
the most imnortant event in

and
dining room table, both abovesame
below the heated coils at the
time.
There are many dishes that can
be prepared on the grill, 1y inter- -'
changing the pans. If the food ish
to be broiled, place it in the
pan under the heating unit
with the reflector above the unit.
For frying place the pan above the
the
unit and the reflector under
unit. If you desire to do two kinds
of cooking, as broiling meat and
at tho same time,
frying potatoes
the lower pan;
place the meat in the
potatoes in
under the unit and
unit. The re-- 1
the
above
the pan
f lector then becomes a cover fori
easiem.
the uppor pan. Its tneand
you
thing In the world to do or
steaks
most
tasty
chops
have the
aim
or delicately brownea nxm
pipeggs or chicken and fritters or
elbow.
at
your
ing iiot cakes, right
When you marvel at the ease
with which your grill performs Us
many tasks. Just remember its the
through
electricity trying to pass
rethe wires and meetftlg with a hot
sistance that heats them red
current
and harnesses the electric
for you which comes from the big
central power plant.
Always pull off the connecting
plug when the grill is not in use,
to prevent the unit from becoming
overheated and damaged.

Ass'n

Now That Xmas Is Over the New-Yea-

KEEP IT IN THE TIMES and to 'do this you should
electrify your home with'all modern electric equipment..
FOR YOUR BENEFIT we will continue our special
on the items listed below for a short while only.
Hot point Irons, Regular Price .
Sales Price
Eden Washers, Regular Price. .
..
Sales Price . . . .

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest

. .

.- -.

.....

.$
.

$

6.95
5.00

. ... . . . ,,.$170.00

.... ... $119.75

Universal Toasters, Regular Price.'. ., . .$ 7.50
Sales Price
....$ 6.50
Marcell Waving Irons, Regular Price. . .$ 10.00
8.00
Sales Price ,.
Westinghouse Type D, 'Air Heaters, Regular
..-...- $

i

-

i-j

Price..,,,

$ 20.00
15.00

5'.'

Investigate
Electric
Federal
Washer. The machine of no regrets
TB

ftTWS,

CO.

r

of 1922 Is Fast Approaching

There Is only one place in EngIt is a
land named Christmas.

the

,

Co-Operat-

You'll enjoy cooking electrically.

soluble Antiseptic Powder
to xbe dissolved' in
Princess Nagako, at right, ted her
Water as Needed.
,

Armory Tonight

1

Ice Cream

.

K

v,

HEAR

To Women
-

J

j

Sales Price

&x,.:i.t.vi,&-m

--

'
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The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

W

lo

Soi.Ofntmmt,T!mi,25p.eTTwhr. PorMmplm
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a
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It's the last word in modern houseOn the round, radiant,
keeping.
try,
glowing coil you can broil,
toast steam or etew, right on the

two-inc-

--

ut

After Cuticura

The owner of an iron mine
north of Manila is a woman, who
devotes all her time to mining and
the manufacture of agricultural
Implements.

a mm'
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some time. The dinner was an In- are expecting to come back strong
formal one in the domestic science this year. Normal still has Ellis,
and.
rooms of Springer hall and was Currie,
Taylor, Ackerman
wholly prepared by the faculty un Chambers from last year's team
der the supervision of Miss Felicl but has lost Culberson and her
whose domestic science star running mate. Garrett. Th
CARLSBAD.
strong, from Kansas state univer tas Kaune.
by serving. Dean quantity of good material It not,
The Eddy County Shrine club slty; Dick Culpepper, university or girls assisted
Carroon was toastmaster for however, at an limited.
gave its annual reception and ball Mew Mexico; David Seliards, from Frank
"Christmas Up Rio Lucero" lit
the evening and managed to keep
in the Carlsbad armory on the even California.
In an atmosphere the title of a short story in the Janthe
entire
affair
in
arrived
Adele
Miss
of
December
Bujao
16,
with
eighty
ing
Miss Birdie uary number of Wayside Tales and!
couples invited. It has been the Carlsbad Saturday to spend the of Joviality and humor.
magazine of Chicago,
custom of the club for several years Christmas vacation with her par- Adams told a quaint little Christ- Cartoons
written by S. Omar Barker, into give a Christmas ball, but this ents here. She is attending the EI mas story of her own creation,
Old
of
structor
Dean Rodgens toasted "The
English here.
was tho most elaborate one ever Paso school for girls.
Mrs. J. F. Joyce, her daughters, 'uns by One of 'Em," S. Omar
given. The four large lights were
Young'uns
by One nAD KIDNEY TROCBLETEN1
lowered and covered with hand-cMary Frances ana June, and Mrs. Barker, "The
YEARS.
of 'Em"; M S3 Lillian Cavett read
paper shades, showing the Shrine W. S. Moore left Friday for Dennl- - one
are
Don't give up hope If yourheu-matof the famous Colonel Carter
emblem; paper camels were hung son, Texas, to spend the Christmas
from
and
backache,
atPresident
ana
stories
to
and
suffering
Wagner
from the balcony, while festoons ot holidays with relatives,
pains, stiff, swollen Joints,
crepe paper in the Shrine colors tend the marriage of their neice, Mr. John D. W. Veeder each spoke
very graciously and genially for a always tired feeling, pains in groin
were draped from the lights' to the Miss Watha Jones.
or other symptoms ot
muscles
and
Dr. and Mrs. Tom Pearson and few minutes. Mrs. Tobey present
balcony. Christmas decorations in
the table kidney trouble. J. T. Osborn, R. F.
red and green draped the windows, twin boys, of Roswell, are spending ed Mrs. Wagner' with
and quantities of cedar were used Christmas at the home of Mrs. bouauet of red roses as an expres D. No. 1. Lucasvllle, O., 10writes: "II
years.
on the stage and eisewnere.
eix Pearson's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. sion of the faculty's friendship for had kidney trouble for
her. Mr. McGlyn led the party In tried all kinds of kidney remedies
tables were arranged for card play- D. Merchant, in La Huerta,
one
I
took
no
me
"Auld
did
ot
good.
but
time
like
old
several
auditosongs
Lawrence
Merchant,
they
Captain
ers, and one section of the
and
rium fitted up with floor lamps, the Roswell Military institute, is in Lan Syne," "Holy Nkpht," "Hall,- bottle of Foley Kidney Pills
well
am
so
much
me
I
Hall," and others of the goodfel- they helped
Cut glass Carlsbad for the Christmas
rugs and easy chairs.
now." Sold everywhere.
vases held red and white carnalowshlp type.
at
service
annual
The
Christmas
The last classes on Wednesday
tions, and these flowers, together
with a white paper fez were given Grace Episcopal church was held at afternoon closed the worl: of the
each lady as favors. Orange punch midnight Christmas eve. The serv- Normal until Tuesday morning,
was served
continuously, ana a ice consisted of the complete choral January 3. 1922. Many students
lunch of sandwiches, coffee, and communion with special Christmas and teachers have left to spend the
hard candles. A Roswell orchestra musics.
holidays at home, some going as
furnished most excellent music.
far east as Missouri and Indiana.
VNIVFRSITS".
NORMAL
A few out of town students have
Mrs. H. H. Dilley entertained the
and for these the girte'
Vcsas.)
her
remained
(Lns
at
Bridge club on Wednesday
The dinner given by the faculty dorm is having a Christmas tree
home on Canal street. Following
of
In
honor
and then a big social Christmas
the games, a business meeting was last Tuesday evening
held, at which it was decided that President and Mrs. Wagner was dinner on Sunday. Some ten or
the club would have its annual din the most eniovable function of the twelve dorm girls are remaining
ner bridge, with the husbands of the sort occuring at the Normal for over the holidays.
Football letters were awarded In
ladies as honor guests, on JJrmay,
December 30, t the Palace hotel.
chapel
Tuesday by Coach Miller.
1 The following
men received the
A salad course was served for re WESTERN MAIDEN
decoration:
Captain Hursh. Stapp,
freshments, and those enjoying tnis
mem
IS HONORED
occasion were the following
Hopping, Gallegos, Hilgers. Nelson,
SCHUMANN" HEINK
bers and guests: Mesdames masFergusson, Gutierrez,
LONDON SOCIETY Gordon,
Caton and Pankratz.
ter, Ervin, Halley, Holt, J. D. MerThe lnterclass basketball games
chant, Lige Merchant, H. F. Chris
were finished last week with the
tian, Monroe cnristian, Miuon
Eraden,
final result that the Juniors, both
ymith, Bikes, Miller, Bujac,
Wright, Miss Howell and Mrs, 'lorn
boys and girls, hold the class chamTHE GREAT
Waller, ot El Paso.
pionship, though the senior girls
winners a close run for
the
The seventh and eighth grades
gave
of the public school gave a Christ- the place and the sophomore boys
-nius entertainment on monauy
put up a hard game aa well. Mon- evening at th nigh school audito- day the first team possibilities were
1UU1.
to meet the alumni in a match
ivrcub
pi roeuu;u
Alley
8 P. M.
Christmas Carol."
game, but owing to the rush ot the
season the alumni team
The seniors of the high school
holiday
turned up Incomplete and weregave their annual play on Thursday evening at the Crawford thea
obliged to play ono or ine isorter.
mal's extra men. xne game m
d
Mrs. Delbert M. Jackson
fairlv closo the Normal winning by
Friwith a stag dinner on
a score of 22 to 11. Pa nkratz, Gu Get Your Tickets at the
ilnv evenincr. celebrating Mr. Jack
tierrez, Stapp, F. Naylor, A. isayDoor.
Those
tne
were
son's birthday anniversary.
Ilfeld
lor, Caton. Baca,
icn- invited were Messrs. Duggan
tried out. while the alumni
plavers
$2.00
Admission
General
.
man, H. C. Kerr, C. C. Sikes. W. crowd tmed Dean, Rogers, Newton,
School Children 7oo
Jlcllvain. H. I. Braden,, J. JJ. HudHursh and Barker. The first matcn
gins, Im C. Leftwlch.
game of the season will be played
Poors Open at T.
Mrs. AsOury Moore, reporier xur
at Vegas against Box Office
to 6
OjK-January 6 here
From
the Carlsbad Current, left Tuesday
teams. The famous
Dawson
the
p. m. Monday.
she
Dawson girls' team
night for Los Angeles, where eon
undefeated
will spend a month with her
went down twice before the Norand daughter.
last year but
mal basketeeresscs
Kev. F. A. T. Elier spent eunaay
in Roswell conducting the services
in St. Andrews Episcopal church,
at that place.
Christmas Carols were sung oy
VANILLA,
the different church- choirs on Frio'clock.
STUAWBERRY,
day evening, beginning at 8windows
Lighted candles in the
PLUM" PCDDIXO,
guided the singers to homes wishwas
CKANBERBT ICE,
ing to be visited, and the towrichoir
divided Into sections, each
INDIVIDUAL
Miss Harriet Passmor.
taking one section,
ICED GLASSES.
Messrs. Marvin and Joe Living
Miss Harriet Passmore,
San
of
Francisco,
ston, accompanied by their families,
contralto
eft Thursday for
faso, wnore Cal., has been given a place among
BOTTLED WHOLE MILK OTJU SFECIALTY.
they will visit through Christmas. the ereat artists of Europe by the
peoCarlsbad
the
young
Among
London Chamber of Music Society.
Dairy
ple, who have returned home from
a singer,
various schools for the Christmas This is a signal Honor isior the
Phone 351
first
Passmore
Miss
and
317-32from
Second
North
1
holidays, are Frank Smith,
honored.
so
western
Arm
Stuart
girl
Baylor university;

tiify village in Oxfordshire, known
as Christmas Common.
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A House Full of Electric Appli- -

ances for the New Year
ALBUQUERQUE
"At Your Service."

GAS AND ELECTRIC CO.
"Phone 98."

i
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"WHOM THE GODS WOULD DESTROY- Anger is reason's deadliest enemy.
is as essential to a man as a governor is to a steam
engine. The conscious ego climbs down from its
seat on the presiding throne and man's worst qualities run riot, when anger takes possession.
The worst phase of anger is that it takes charge
when we can least afford It. Alone, out under the
blue sky, our spirits are serene. That would be outmost wisely chosen time to lose our tempers. Under
the stress of an emergency, when all our keenness
of mind, strength of soul and patience of wisdom,
are necessary to our own protection, we suddenly
go to pieces with anger. Then we pay the price of
Self-contr- ol

our

folly.

In our sudden wrath we strike. Perhaps we,
figuratively speaking, strike dead the subject of
our anger. Receiving no serious blow in return,
we soon come to pride ourselves on our prowess.
We choose to regard ourselves as Invincible as
miracle men. We exalt our wrath because it gave
us courage to strike. Like liquor, our anger nerves
us to do that from which our fear would otherwise
deter us. We come to regard It as a virtue.
Brave men need not the impetus of wrath to
nerve them to meet obstacles or fight battles. It
is a coward's weapo;i, used in place of a brave

the subject either has occupied a distinctive and Influential position in public affairs or has been
brought into intimate contact with those who have.
The surprising thing about every, or almost every
current autobiography, is the tremendous nmount oi
information each writer has about other people, and
the very little Information he lias about himself.
This may be modesty, and again it may bo insignificance; we suspect thj latter.
It is said the golden bait for anecdotal memorie3
Is very enticing
so enticing that every unwilling
Johnson has his watchful Hoswell, not always, how
ever, weaving a halo but occasionally forging a
pronged fork out of the malleable metal of scandal.
When a biography is sought, it is sought with the
expectation that there will be something quotable In
the smoking room, or in other circles of similar seclusion. Nor is the practice of revelation confined
to the dead, as In a former age; today the living may
wake up any morning Rnd find the world laughing or
whispering over the color of his shirts or his misadventures as an occasional Romeo.
While this state of affairs remains, the biography
will languish in disrepute among honorable letters.
We have something to learn from the life of Abraham1 Lincoln, but nothing that is worthy from Mrs..j
Asatiith. and for one book equivalent to a Lincoln
analysis there are twenty Mrs. Asqulths. More's the
pity.
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WAITING TO CATCH HIM IN A GOOD NATURED MOOD
1 DON'T THINK THI
WOULD BE A GOOD TIME
TO. TAKE THE MATTER
UP WITH HIM.

VMELL

when

jVJOULD

BE

A QDOD TIME

r

fMI

ill1'

Some newspaper correspondents in Washington
seem to imagine they are the persons who are making history.
PERSHING'S

FRENCH.

BIOGRAPHY

For the time, postofflces In China are attracting
nn attention popularly supposed to be peculiar tJ
America.

Gossip is the small change of social currency, and
the world more often has 20 nickel anecdotes than
a single dollar fact. This explains the charm of biography. Biography is an art, and a very fine art
when It is used to enlighten for posterity the
methods, purposes and achievements of worthy lead-
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IT GET DARK EARLY NOW!
"Women masquerades as man and weds. No one
was more dumbfounded than tho wife when the
masquerador was exposed. They had been married

MY! BUT DOESN'T

two years."
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I think the Yule-tid- e
greetings
Are lots and lots of fun,
Provided folks don't send them
Because folks sent them one.
O

P

V'Xfi

Crabbscraxvlings

i

-

rang

The meal I speak of thusly Is the one that marks the telephone bell in the hollow
the last
stump bungalow of Uncle WIgglly.
Of the pretty turkey dinner that has then done gone the bunny rabbit gentleman. Half
and passed;
asleep in his easy chair. Uncle Wlg-gil- y
When you take the scraps and frame-worheard Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuz-zand with
his muskrat lady housekeeper,
abandon rash,
You dump it in the skillet, and you make some tur- talking over the wire.
"Yes! Yes!"
Uncle WIgglly
key hash.
O O O
heard Nurse Jane say. "Why, yes,
The shorter the skirt, tho more expensive the hosr come rlRht over any time you
O
O
O
wish! Yes, wo have had a lovely
The Journal is unkind. When the Herald does get Christmas! I had some wonderful
a piece of news, it should be allowed the novelty of presents, and so did Uncle Wiggily.
Como right over yes, I'll have
printing it, unmolested.
O
O
O
something for you to eat!" Nurse
Evasion seems to be nine, points of the law.
Jane ended with a laugh.
O
O
O
"Goodness me, sakes alive and
Egotism and Conceit are no more than other a spoonful of soap bubbles!"
names for Misplaced Confidence.
thought Uncle Wiggily to himself.
O O O
"I hope Nurse Jane isn't Inviting
YOUR LAST SENTENCE IS SUPERFLUOUS
the Fox or Wolf over to pay a
Sir: I don't like, men with slicked back pompa- Christmas visit. I must see about
dours and pointed toed shoes, and arrow collars, who this. "Who is coming over, Nurs?
smoke stogies, who are conceited and talk about Jane?" he asked as the muskrat
themselves all the time, and who think woman's lady left the telephone.
sphere is the home.
"Oh, Just Mrs. Twistyfail, .tha
I haven't got a steady, either. CHENTONTITA. pig lady, and Mrs. Flat Tail, the
O O O
heaver mother of Toodle and NooSo long as you have both the egg and the chicken. dle," answered Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy.
what difference does it make which happened first? "And, now that I have Invited
O O O
them to call, I wish I hadn't."
The price of good liquor will make New Years re
"Why not?" asked Uncle Wigsolutions unnecessary for a lot of us.
gily, for this was a very strange
O
O
O
thing for Nurse Jane to say.
COVER UP YOUR THROAT. DEARIE, OR YOU'LL
"Because there isn't any Christmas pudding left," said the musk-ra- t
CATCH COLD.
FOR RENT Room for gentleman adjoining bath,
"I didn't make a very
lady.
with outside entrance.
Journal Ad.
large one, and what there was you
O O O
I
and ate, with the help of about
n
BUT HE DIED.
animal boys and girls."
Nurse Jane had o laugh as she
(Beattyvllle. Ky., Enterprise.)
on
At his home
Little Stinking Creek, E. J, Crab thought of how Uncle WIgglly had
tree fell dead while at his supper. Nothing seemed Invited Into the bungalow every
to be the matter with him, but ho died.
girl or boy animal who came to
O O o
show him Christmas presents. And
Sir: What do you think of a man who receives to every one the bunny had said:
from one friend a year's subscription to Whiz-ban"Nurse Jane will give you some
and from another who knows him equally well, a Christmas pudding."
bible? EM DEE.
So It was no wonder there was
See Matthew, 6th chapter, latter part Srd verse.
no Christmas pudding left for Mrs.
o o o
Twlstytall and Mrs. Flat Tail, who
AS PER USUAL.
were soon coming over.
Last year I swore by all that's good and holy,
"Oh, dear!" sighed Nurse Jane.
Last year I took a sacred solemn vow.
"I think I shall ru over to Mrs.
Last year I crossed my poor old heart ard promised, Little-tail'- s
house and borrow
I'd do this year's shopping early, anyhow.
some of her Christmas pudding."
"Hers may all be gone, too,"
I do not like tho stores when they are crowded,
said Uncle WIgglly.
I do not like to wait for" parcels and the change,
"I hope not!" sighed Nurse Jane
I like to do my buying at my leisure.
as she put on her bonnet and shawl
If you knew me, you would know this isn't strange. to go to the home of Sammie and
Susie Llttletail.
This year I'd like to tell you. I shopped early,
While his muskrat lady houseThis year I meant to, but I eun't deceive,
keeper was gone, Uncle Wiggily
For the truth is I did not buy a present
began to think: Said he:
Until after six o'clock on Christmas eve,
"Mrs. Llttletail may have no
O O O
Christmas pudding. In fact, from
Being a couch customer nt a sanatorium would what I know of Sammie and Sunot be so bad could one only hear Madame
sie, I don't believe there will be
T. B. C. any toft. Nurse Jane will have
at the Armory tonight.

y,

k,

'"
trouble borrowing
pudding anywhere today, and she will bo so
if she can't give
disappointed
some to her animal lady friends. I
know what I'll do; I'll make her
a pudding myself!"
Uncle Wiggily was not afraid to
do anything. Down he went to tho
kitchen to make a Christmas pudding. He knew Fomething about
puddings. Ho knew you had to put
into them sugar, milk, eggs and
other things.
"And that's Just the point what
are the other things?" Uncle Wiggily asked himself.
He twinkled his pink nose and
flopped his cars up and down.
"Ha! I have It!" cried the bunny
''I'll put some Christmas candle
and nuts In the pudding. That will
make it truly a Christmas affair.
Now I'll beat up the milk, eggs
and sugar together and then I'll
put in the candy and nuts."
So the bunny did this. He was
oeatlng up the milk, eggs and sugar in a big yellow bowl, stlrrjnj;
r,
thorn with the
when,
all at once, the door opened.
"Don't bother to look further
for a Christmas pudding," called
Uncle Wiggily; "I am making one
for you."
"Oh, you are making a Christmas pudding for me! How lovely!"

nt

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

(Copyright

WELL COUNTRY CAMP.
Albuquerque, N. M.

I

VJnl.OK!

gasped the fcunry

exclaimed a g.uff voice, and theiu
stood the Woozie Wolf!
It wasn't Nurse Jane at all who
had come in, but the Woozie Wolf.
Uncle Wiggily nearly dropped the
egg beater.
"Oh! Oh!" gasper the bunny,
"I I didn't expect you!"
"And I didn't expect a Christmas pudding, but I'll be glad to
I nibble your
have one before
ears!" growled the Wolf. "Let me
see how a Christmas pudding looks
before, I taste it!"
The savage chap came close to
the bunny and looked down into
lhe yellow bowl. And then, all at
once, Uncle Wiggily' bravely mado
up his mind to drive 'that Wolf
out.
"This is how a Christmas pudding looks," said the bunny, nodding his head toward the eggs,
milk and sugar in the bowl, "And
'

1921 by Georgs

Mitthew Adams

'

this is how an egg beater spins;
fast, like a choo-cho- o
train!" cried
the rabbit gentleman.
With that
he held the egg beater right close
to the nose of the Wolf and turned
It so fast I mean he turned the
egg beater so fast that it scraped
the skin off the Wolf's nose and
mado him howl!
"Wow! Wow!" howled the Wolf.
"Christmas puddings may be good,
but runaway egg beaters aren't!
Oh, my nose! My nose!" and away
ne ran to look for some stlckum
plaster.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle WIg"I'm glad I made a Christglly.
mas treat." Then he washed the
egg beater and went on with the
pudding. Nurse Jane came back
In time to help with it, and the
pig and beaver ladles said it was
the best they ever tasted.
But the Wolf had none, and it
served him right. So if the spool
of thread doesn't tickle the needle
In the eye and then shake hands
with the clock, I'll tell you next
about Uncle Wiggily and Mr. Ring
Tall.

I

forty-'leve-

The tidy collection, taken ud for
those unfortunate children
who
would otherwise have no Christmas
candles, nuts and toys, and the
many Christmas trees and mistle-- 1
to that has been sent into town
show that the Christmas spirit is
abroad in the mountains and is
hovering over the camp. Truly it is
more blessed to give than to
receive,
and makes one happier.
And yet others havs
been
thoughtful of us, and it brings Joy
to one's heart to know that others
are trying to make him happy. We
have received gifts and best wishes
to maie tne day a success, and the
new buildings going up show that
these wishes are for our permanent
As truly as ever a maiden
egod.
n wuuea ny xnose
" "ttvB
'
bchen won.U8'an1 as truly have we
Some friends are comtnar out
from town to spend Christmas with
us, and this one day in the year we
will spend lavishly.
CUT THIS

OUT TT IS WORTH
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with Kc
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2836
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, III., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey,
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; FoleV Kidney Pills
for pains In sides and back;
backache, kidney and bladder aliments; and Foley Cathartic
ablets, a wholesome and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for constipation, biliousness,
headaches, and
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere.
rheu-natis-

Journal Want Ads bring results.
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GOING TO SEED.
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New York, Dec. 2 5. The treaty
between Columbia and the United
i
1
5
States has been ratified by the ColJ
ombian congress, according to a
Amerthe
received
cablegram
by
ican international corporation.
K. 4
.4
The treaty, which provides for
the payment of $2.1,000,000 to Col5
ombia by the United States, was
fti?
S.
ratified by the United States senate
on April 20 of this year and by tho
"
!
Comblan senate on October 13.
i
ft
Under the Colombian governmental
procedure, it was necessary to ob
tain ratification by the chamber of
deputies as well as the senate.
Ratification by that body has been
pending for some time and during
debate considerable opposition developed against the document.
The Colombian treaty is an outgrowth of difficulties between tho
States and Colombia in
connection with tho acquisition by
the United States of the Panama
canal route and cf recognition o
tho Panama republic by the United
States government during the administration of Former President
Theodore Roosevelt
Considerable debate attended the
ratification of the treaty in the
Those who
United States senate.
opposed it charged that Colombia
had long been engaged in trying to
"hold up" the United States for a
large sum of money for the canal
route; that Panama, once an independent state, revolted from Colombian rule for Just causes and
that the presence of American
naval forces at the time of tho
revolt had nothing to do with tho
p-- m
failure of Colombia to force Panama back under Colombian con- George Sutton and photo of stack
trol.
on which he was marooned. He's
In short, opponents of ratificatiny dot at the point of tha
tion charged that the United States
arrow.
winked or connived at the Panama
revolution to get the canal zone.
The Yule candle was once an inThis chargo was denied witn
equal vigor by advocates of the dispensable adjunct of Christmas.
was of enormous size and lightIt
treaty.
ed the whole table.
Ratifica
Washington. Dec. 25.
tion by the Colombian congress cf
the treaty between that country and
LEGAL NOTICE
the United States brings a step
nearer tha close of a series of NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR!
the Matter of the Estate of
diplomatic events which began in In Jacob
Sax. Deceased.
November, 1903, when tho present
Notice is hereby given that Fred
republic of Panama revolted from
be
will
Crollott, Administrator of the esColombia. The next step
the exchange of ratifications which tate of Jacob Sax, deceased, has
under the treaty will occur at Bog- filed in the Probate Court of Bern,
alillo County, New Mexico, his final
ota, the Colombian capital.
When Panama revolted, a smau report as such Administrator and
American naval force, less than 50 tho Oourt has appointed Thursday.
men, was landed to protect Amer the 26th day of January, 1922, as
icans and ten days alter tne rev- the day for hearing objections, if
olution Panama ;was recognized by any thero be, to the approval of
tho United States. Colombia pre- said final report and the discharge '
sented the clalm'that the part thus of said Administrator.
Witness my hand and the seal of
plaved by the United States was in
violation of tho treaty of 1846 be- said Probate Court this 22nd day
tween the United States and New of December, 1921.
Granada, to which Colombia suc(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
ceeded. As a result of this claim
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
was
negoColombia
with
the treaty
ADMINISTRATRIX'S fc'OTICE.
tiated.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
The controversy over this treaty
County, New Mexico.
bobbed up in the United States
of the Estate of Josenate off and on for seven years, In the Matter
F. Girard, Deceased.
seph
having been presented by President
Notice is hereby given that the
Wilson In June, 1914, and ratified
undersigned was, on the 22nd day
finally In a considerably changed
of
December. 1921, duly appointed
form last April 20, at tho recomAdministratrix of the estate of Jomendation of President Harding.
F. Girard, deceased, by ths
seph
in
the
The principal
change
ratified Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
treaty as negotiated and as and
and
the
having qualified aw such Adby the Colombian congress
American senate was elimination of ministratrix, all persons having
claims
United
the
against the estate of said
a paragraph whereby
States would have expressed its re- decedent are hereby notified and
of
the loss
required to present the same to the
gret to Colombia for of
this par- undersigned in the manner and
Panama. Elimination
within the time prescribed by law.
asserted,
leaders
agraph, republican
alAUGUSTINE J. GIRARD,
made the treaty acceptable,
Administratrix.
though republicans of the progresas
Dated
it
casting
December 23rd, 1921.
.
sive faction opposed
a reflection on the late Theodore
EXECUTOR'S vnTirw
Roosevelt who was president at the In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
time ot the Tanaman revolt.
New Mexico.
County,
The United States under the In the Matter of the Estate of J. H
Colombia
to
pay
agrees
treaty
Bower, Deceased.
the
in five installments,
Notice Is hereby given that the
within six
first, of $5,000,000,
undersigned was, on the 22nd day
months of exchange cf ratifications. of
December, 1921. duly appointed
Executor of the estate
of J H
Rower, deceased, bv
UNION COUNTY COURT
of Bernalillo
Court
County, and
IS REVERSED IN THE
naving qualified as such Executor
all
persons
claims
having
CASE
JAS. C. PRUETT
the estate of said decedentagainst
are
hereby notified and required to
The
to
Journal.)
(Sprolnl Correspondence
the
same
present
to
the underSanta Fe, Dec. 25. After having
In the manner and within
been heard twice before on appeui, signed
time' prescribed by law.
the
reversed
the
court
has
the supreme
J. MARTIN HAYDEN,
Judgment of the district court in
Executor, '
Union county in the case of James
Dated December 23rd. 1921,
C. Pruett, convicted each time for
"
NOTICE.
voluntary manslaughter, the third
Last Will and Testament of Henry
time for involuntary manslaughter.
E. Jenkins. Tlnronoo,!
The supreme court holds:
To Alice W. Jenkins. Albuquerque,
"1. Involuntary
manslaughter,
as defined by section 1480, code
Aiexico; jjzzie m. Hagan.
1915, is confined to cases where the
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and
To
All
to Whom It May Concern,
killing is unintentional.
"2. It Is reversible error to subGreetings:
You are herebv tintmrt
mit the issue of involuntary manh.
slaughter where all the evldonce alleged Last Will and Testament of
and all of the the inferences there- Henry E. Jenkins, deceased late of
from show that the killing was in- the County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
tentional."
The supreme court laid down the read in the Probate Court of the
same rule In deciding the case of County of Rernalillo, State of New
Sotero Trujillo,
convicted in the Mexico, on the 22nd day of Decern.
district court in Colfax county of oer, jkzi, and the day of the provvoluntary manslaughter. Trujillo ing of said alleired T.nnf win
was sentenced to serve nine to ten Testament was thereupon fixed for
In re- Thursday, the 26th day of January.
years In the penitentiary.
versing this case, the supreme court A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock In tha
says:
forenoon of said day.
"3. It is reversible error to subGiven tinder my hand and tho
mit, In a murder case, the issue of seal of this Court, this 22nd day of
voluntary manslaughter to the Jury,
where no such issue Is involved in (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
the evidence."
County Clerk.

'
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When Gen. Pershing essayed to thank his French
hosts in their own tongue it may be admitted that
he "did noblo" in his indention but made a spectacle
of himself in the performance.
It could not be otherwise; a formal speech, however brief, made to the attentive ears of an import
ant gathering, needs a certain flexibility plus undisturbed dignity. Pershing possessed neither flexibility nor dignity when wrestling with the French
feltongue, and doubtless he now wishes, with his
low citizens, that he had stuck to good American.
Scarcely any foreign writer had such an advance
thoupopularity as Maurice Maeterlinck and tens of
sands in this country were quite anxious to see and
hear the author of "The Blue Bird." Maeterlinck
uncame, and tried to speak English. None could
Impabecame
impatience.
him.
derstand
Respect
tience became indignation, and almost ridicule. Tho
Maeterlinck popularity dwindled and the Belgian
mystic dropped from the public eye.
This should be a leBson, and a sound one, to lesser men. Pershing is an army officer of high rank,
and a good one; he symbolizes to foreign eyes the
American military service. If his audience could
not understand his English, It appears they must
have had equal difficulty interpreting his French,
so all things being equal he could have saved his own
dignity by a simply Impressive gratitude expressed
in his own tongue.
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The new premier of Japan has had his llfo
threatened, but such features may go with the

way-poi-

long, hard game, thiB enforcement of the
prohibition amendment, but let nobody think for a
moment that the temper of the people is toward a
return of the paloon. As evidence as to how they
feel on this subject may be found in the defeat of
practically every political candidate who has recent
"wet" platform.
ly run on an

1

(By The Associated TrrM.)

For Little Ones

It's a

til

ment of $25,000,000 in
Connection With Acquisition of Canal Route.

Bedtime Stories

proportion-fewe-

DESPITE FIGHT
Pact Provides for the Pay-

We regret to note that the city Improvement bond
issue will not provido for the installation of the
needed municipal windshield.
Anger blinds us until we cannot see where we greatly
O
O
O
nor
use
to
how.
We
our
strike
strike,
DEPENDS l'IH)N HIS RAISIN'
strength
now
a
Mr.
Sir:
If
member, Is elected a diYeast,
but wisdom does not give it direction. Unless the
of the C. of C, will that get some kind of a
fatal blow lands, we become the victims of our rector
TELL ED.
out of that organization?
own folly. Our guard is down; our vulnerable "rise"
O O O
all
had
Father, having
day yesterday to play with
points exposed.
mechanical toys, will probably let Willie
Fury is used to terrify the victim and to create Willie's
today.
our impression of invincibility.
If the terror have them for a littlei) while
O
O
refuses to "take" with the victim, we make fools
TURKEY HASH.
of ourselves. Not all men are subject to such vac- Your Christmas dinner might a been as fine as any
in the land,
cination.
at
These comments are dedicated ,to the gentle- I hope it was; it should a been, with plenty here
hand,
men who have given Albuquerque the latest exam- With the turkey and the trimmln's and the fixtn's
fore and aft,
ple of assininity of anger. "Whom the gods would
With friends and family gathered round, and the
destroy, they first make mad."
kids with hunger daft,
"The big stick" is a fine weapon, but the pigmy
By Howard B. Gar!
on
But Christmas dinner is to me just a
offspring of giant fathers cannot wield it.
tho road
Copyright. 1921, by McClu.ro
To another meal that rollers it, and a better one,
Newspaper Syndicate.
I've knowed
When reading that a bellhop in a Washington
hotel makes $100 a week in tips, a great many of Since my discretion's been knee high, and my palate UNCLE WIGGILY'S CHRISTMAS
has been
us are forced to conclude that In picking a calling And my tongue wise,
PUDDING.
told when a thing was good, 'thout
we chose the wrong thing.
dependi n' on my eyes.
"Ting-alin-

"The way to get rid of the rum fn the country is
to drink it," said a certain congressman during one
of the Volstead debates, and it begins to look as
though he was right. So long, as there is any ten
dollar a quart liquor In hiding there will be tho
who will risk Jail to sell it. So long as there is any
considerable taste (or whisky, there will be those
who will pay the price.
The booze habit was a long time In forming, and
It will not be broken in a day. The men who have
a liking for liquor will continue to hanker for it
probably as long as they live, but year by year their
number will become less. Only a few young men are
acquiring the drinking habit now, where before the
days of prohibition millions of them were cultivating
a taste for alcoholic beverages.
Ten years hence a great majority of the habitual
drinkers will have passed beyond, and the number
of those who have the desire for drink to an extent
that will prompt them to buy it at smugglers' prices
or risk the poison of the moonshine stuff will be
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Biography,

of late, has been going to seed. Never
were personal confessions so plentiful and certainly
never In such bad taste. It seems that reticence is
in decay, that privacy exists no longer for the diarist, and that the chief purpose of social intercourse
Js to collect
anecdotes for a gossip-boo"There is only Justification for autobiography when
,
k.
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OWNER

LEAVES THE CITY
JANUARY FIRST

TC31S14HT.- -

.MS

You will agree that this Is a
mighty good value when you
look it over.
Eight rooms, nice porches, fireplace,
plenty
closeta
large
basement with laundry tuts,
etc., gas; large lot, sidewallb,
shade trees, lawn, garage; best
of location.
Near Robinson
Park. Terms.

INCOME PROPERTY
furnished
nicely
modern house, with three can- vassed-i- n
sleeping porchea and
screened
front porch;
large
garage, sheds, walks, shade.
Fine location in Highlands,
Rents for $93.00 per month.
Ownef leaving town and will
sell, complete for $4,7C0.

Nino-roo-

BEACTIFl L BRIGHT

On Went CcntraJ

"
"

Several good houses, and apartments for rent.

Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.

rbone

907--

A REAL BUY
furnished,
Completely
brick, two sleeping porches, fire
feaplace, good floors, built-i- n
tures, all modern Improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location in Highlands.

Ackerspn & Griffith,

'

120 S.

'FOR SALE.
white stucco bungalow,
built-i- n
hardwood
floors,
features,
Fourth ward, new,
4,000Double cot tape, three rooms, bath,
glassed porch on each side, completely
S0 per month;
furnished, rents for
East Central.
cement block bungalow,
6,000
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.

$4,000

A. TLOSCBEK. KeaMor
Insurance

Ill

Fourth. Albuquerque, N.

M.

BIDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) render sudden service on Kodak finishing
to pauple who demand quality.
Woik
;n before 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work In before 5 p m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
TUB RED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas
Albnquerque
(We want
representative In YO'JH
territory.)

nil It
brunches. Loans,
Surety Bonds.
Booth Fourth Street, Next to P. O. Four
I'lione 74.

"A BARGAIN"

room brick: modern; larere
sleeping Dorch. with
latest built-i- n
features, and furnished complete: large lot. garage, etc. $500 cash and balance

front and

AND INCOME

rent.

like

a worsham
Mcdonald
Fine brick house, eight large
Estate Insurance
rooms, sleenlng Dorch. furnace, PhoneReal
96C-108 S. Third
,
firenlaee. Karaite: one block from
Central avenue In best section of
Lowlands.
Must be sold and price and
terms, location considered,
A REAL HOME- -will
surprise vou.
Nine rooms, three sleeping
R0LLIN E. GUTHRIDGE
porches, hardwood floors, fur314 W. Gold
nace heat, strictly modern, located on West Central avenue.
We have been fortunate In getLEGAL NOTICE
ting this home listed for a few
days and the price is right.
NOTICE.
Liberal terms.
Last Will and Testament of Abel
Padilla, Deceased.
To Pilar Rubl de Padilla. Albu
FRANKLIN & CO,
querque, New Mexico; Josefita
Realtors,
P. de Lobato, Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Terecita P. de Lobato,
Plioiio 657.
Gold.
and
Third
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Ra- mona P. de Saavedra Manuellta
Padilla, Albuquerque, N. M., and
to All Others Whom It May
FOR RENT Dwellings
You are herebv notified thnt the i Oil HiLJiN i .sew house. 6. Call Aveilll
Apartments, apartment
is alleged Last Will and Testament of FOR RENT
House, four
Abel Padilla, deceased, late of the rooms and bath.FurnlsncO.
425West Kama Fe.
County of Bernalillo and State of FOR RENT
house.
Injure
New Mexico, was produced
and
Marl Brothers, 2i) South Beconq.
read In the Probate Court of the FOR RENT
Furnished
four
house,
of
Bernalillo, State of New
County
rooms and bntlt, $40, Phone 177,
Mexico, on the 8th day of Decem- FOK ilHXT One side of Uoqble huuse,
ber, 1921. and the day of the prov200 South. Broadway.
unfurnished.
ing of said alleged Last Will and FOR RENT Five room furnished cotwas
Testament
thereupon fixed for tage, $21, at 118 West Silver or phone
Thursday, the 12th day of January, 678.
A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock In the FOR RK.NT
Dr.
forenoon of said day.
house, at lit North Fourth.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 9th day ol FOR RENT Nicely furnished houso at
1009 South Arno.
Call at l0il East
December, A. D. 1921.
Grand.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
l'urnisheU house,
RENT
FOR
County Clerk.
sleeping porch, $2u; key at 70S &ast

--

rour-ruo-

Three-roo-

Santa Fe.
house furnished,
FOR RENT Throe-rooNOTICE FOB PEBLICATION.
on Rio Grande
boulevard, close In.
REPUBLICATION.
18S7-Phone
S.
Land
Department of the Interior, U.
modem house,
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., November FOR RENT Four-rooIwo screened
21, 1321.
porchea and garuge.
Kotlce la hereby given that Daniel Her- - Phone 1238-rera, of care Mandell and Meyer, Alba FOR RENT Furnished
cottage
,
querque, N. M., who, on May 28,
cr
with
porch. Phone 2185-made Homestead entry, No. 018745, for call 1203sleeping
East Copper.
8EH BEH S3'4, NEH BEH BE, Ett FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
NW4 BE'A BEM, SE(4 NEK SEK, EH
(04 Bouth Walter. Inquire
SW4 NE14
SB'i. Section 10, 8W(4 614furnished,
Fe.
Santa
East
BE14
BWA
SW14,
RW14,
8W4
Wit
Wl,
NWS SW'4 BW',4, SWli NWH SW14, FOK KENT Several cottages, furnished.
W4 SEH NW'4 8Wi, Section 11, NWt4 $25. $36, $40 and $45. on car line. InNW'l NWH.VW14 NEU KWK NWK. quire 1218 South Edith.
E.. FOR KENT Three-rooSection 14, Township 9 N., Range
house with
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of Intention
sleeping porch, water paid, $20 jier
to make Three-Tea- r
Proof, to establish month. 1912 South Edith.
claim to the land above described,
Five-roomodern house,
the TT. S. Commissioner, at Albuquer FOR RENT
unfurnished with garage, at 1001 North
que, N. M., on the 27th day of Decern'
Fourth. Apply 813 West Hazeldna.
ber. 1921.
house, glassed
Claimant names as witnesses: Antonio FOR RENT Four-l00Garcia, Luis Poralex, Frank Martinez.
sleeping porch, modern1, furnished;
Dario Oarcla. all of Albuquerque. N. M highlands. Apply at 716 East Central.
A. M. BEROEKE, I'aglster.
furnished cotFOR RENT Three-rootage; bath, sleeping porch, 714 East
Call at 702 South High,
Haseldlne.
CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
phone 1310-R- .
Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washington FOR RENT Modern three, four and five
room apartments and houses; some
Ave., New Orleans,
La., writes:
steam heat. W. H. McMU-Uo"My child had a cough so bad she furrlshed;
SU6 West Gold.
would almost strangle coughing.
Rfi.NT Unfurnished
four rooms,
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved her FOR
and two porches, at
cough, and I recommend it to any 1201Vath,Eastbasement
210 North
at
Copper.
Inquire
mother." Foley's Honey and Tar Cedar, phone
i!378-gets right at the seat of tro'ible, FOK Rent Three-roofurnished house,
clears nose ana tnroat or mucus,
sleeping poch and bath, at 201 Sou.n
heajs raw end Inflamed surfaces, Edith;
will be vacant December 13. Inloosens tightness of the chest and quire 224 South Edith.
checks croup, whooping cough MODERN
garage.
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold Fourth ward; three house,
and four-rooeverywhere.
houses, llghlands or lowlands. Rollln U.
Quthridge, 314 West Gold.
n
FOR RENT Unfurnished
A member of the British parliahouse of five rooms with large lot, at
418
West Atlantic avenue; very handy
ment proposes a national referento railroad employes.
City Realty Co.,
dum on the question of women's 207 West Gold.
plona 667.

service on Juries, "In liew "of the
CARPENTERING
fact that women were not consultODD '""JOB "MAN.
ed before being rendered liable to PBTTlFORDfTtiB
Klnrt-owork.
A .
Fhone 1A7S-f
Jury service, nor was there any ex- WANTED Odd Jobs
paintcarpentering,
on
for
their part
pressed desire
ing and roof repairing. Phone 14bfl-such service."

SBTlDINO, alterations, repairing; laye
Jobs or small; work by contract r by
the day; careful mechanics and reasonable prices; work guaranteed; estimates
free.
Call 1755--

TV
Moving Picture Funnies

DRESSMAKING
Dressmaking; children's sew
ing specialty. Mrs. Baker, phone 113Q-pleating. Williams'
800 South Broadway, ph. 777-also men's shirts, neatly
DRESSMAKING,
806 West Iron, phone
done; reasonable,
'
WANTED

HKMSTITCHINO,

1174.

PLEATING, accordion, aide and box;
mall orders. Nl' Crane, 215 North
Seventh) Crane Apartments, phone 314.

TYPEWRITERS
'i'

WRITERS All makes overhauled
and repaired. Rlbbone for every maExchine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
122 South Fourth.
change, phone V03-J.
PiC

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

FOR Kal.NT TUree very llesiraule office
rooms, light, heat and' water; will rent
separately or as a whole. A. B. ldllner,
West Central, phone s21.

t3

LOST AND FOUND
Xlcit chal'ii'two feet long; owner
may have snme by paying for this ad.
LOST Wallet containing railroad fasses;
finder return to Journal office and reon all four ceive reward.'
ULJnLi

Cut out tin! picture
Then carefully fold dotted
line 3 its entire !0ngth. Then dotted
so mi. Fold each sec
A Buenoa Aires promoter
and
line i.
has
tion; underneath
When come to New York to sign wrestaccuracy.
roWl'V ted turn wer and you'll find lers for a bout in South Amera a n rising remit. Savve the plc- - ica. Wuite a few grapplers can be
J.un?:i. ;
spared, It ho will take 'em..
'"''.

side,

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for it?. Also figure on this

home? Large
dandy
new garage; and see if you
don't feel better in 1922.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
three-roo-

m

Realtor.

Phone

In

HOME

HOME.
avenue, large
lot and priced to sell; good
terms.
Living room, fireplace; dining
room with bay windows, "built-i- n
features; ktchen has gas and
nice cupboards, two nice large
bedrooms,
plenty linen and
clothes closets; bath, lovely
large front porch, large back
porch. Whole house surrounded
with vines well trained; lawn,
sidewalks,
driveway,
garage
and large outbuildings, fruit
and shade trees, garden, etc.
When you see all that there is
to this piece of property, considering its fine location for
$7,200.00, you will say. It's
ours.

'

HURRY! II

D, T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR

& CO.,

459--

219 W. Gold.

J.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
OX YOUR MONEY?
20

This

furnished

twenty-roo-

apartment house will do It.
There are six apartments, well

furnished, in best location in
cltyi'a. rare bargain. Owner has
a large proposition, wants to
sell this one. Desirable terms
can. bo arranged. See us with'
out delay.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
800 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

START RIGHT
Start the New Year right with a
'"ime of your own. How's this?
brick

stucco,

floors,
,t.ues,hardwood
lot 160x300 feet.

steam

built-i-

n
Lo-- 1

in the heart of the best
ence section of the Fourth
... ;. Priced at
A, L. MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire, and Auto
Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
Phono 156.
bed-roc- k.

SPLENDID

Every Mother longs for "HomeIor
elf and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother ami
you owe It to her to satisfy tbte
yearning. Tou can It you will but
only make the start. Delay Is dangerous and time Is fleeting.
Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a coir.rant to
one of our choice
'o'i. You
will both be happier for the glvltiii.
$20 cash starts you "Homewir l,"

W.

C.

HOME

THAXTON

Mountain

705

Road

on East Silver, new, well built,
five rooms, basement,
furnace,
n
HOME
HOME. .
features; furnished ready
brick sleeping porchto move in; good terms, and Four-rooes, modern, built-i- n
dining room
priced to move It.
ftnd
kitchen features; garage,
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor
a
fine location.
Phone 442-3- - lawn, shade,
24 W. Gold
Priced to sell, f 4,200. Terms.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
WHY NOT?
Phono 723-115 S. Second.
We have one of those new. little
that make a real
bungalows
Christmasy kind of home; three
rooms, modern, sleeping Dorch
and a small payment will handle
FRUIT TREES
it. Why noti
SHADE TREES ANL ORNAMENTALS
ALBUJ. L. PHILLIPS. Real Estate
110 S. Third
Phone 364-QUERQUE NURSERIES .
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
J. T. VOUNG
CO.
FOB BALK
,:Sargum" hoy. Phone
Albuuueruuo. N. M.

A.

C.

ST A

810 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

R E S.
Phone

168.

Rooms

eOlt KiVi Huvur&i uaru.ro Ishetl room
14 b"uth Edith.
i'Uli UK NT :slee fuvniuhed rooms. ZUti

fauuth aticonU, puuiio
itKNX
Furnished rooms,
3o7 VVtit Haztiuine.
ed
room for light
k'Oki
iNorih Third.
housekeeping,
i Oil 'ItuJiM X i nrue luriiisnud huuati Keeping iuras, tua iNurih Jtf'uurth street.
I- UUAibiiibU
room a, hut water ileal, no
414 West bilvei.
sick; no ehiiuien,
i''UH KEN'i
two furnished front rooms
fur iiilit houstiKeuyuik.
609 South tieu- ond.

ij'uit

i'OK itisM'l Furnlsned ruum with pii'vi-It'tut parlor; tfuraiitj available, i'lione
1714-b'uii i;i.ST FumiKhbd rooms; also c&u-arbuds for sale. -- IS bouih Walter,
phone ltiiiV-Jf'OH
Furnished light housckaup-In- g
room for lady. flQ per month. 4oi
Houui Kdith.
FOK
One nice large room fur
housoKteping. for lady employed. Hi

it.i"

West iSIUer.
t?OH

bletdping ruoms for gtihtle- men employed, fg.uo up; no sick. Sis
West bilvtf.
e
FOK It-Nicely furnished room,
entmnce; aUo garage; no sick.
lllti North Second.
FOH MUX'S Two front rooms fur Ugnt
houaukueplng; no children. 60s West
Silver.

DttMKABLE room for gentleman,
illO
bath, outside entrance.
North Walter.
n
Room and glassed-lFOR RENT
sleeping porch, gentleman only, 224 tioutn
Waller, phone 2272-FOR RENT Larue, aunny, furnished
room.
Phone, bath; well people; no
children. 416 West Gold.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping purcb. lor twu persons; nu
children, llo South Walnut. ,
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rales by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 211 Vi West Central.
FOR RENT Ulas sed-l- n
porch and twu
airy rooms, board across street. 114
18S6-North Maple, phone
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
with sleeping porch; lights and water
and use of bath, 125. Phone 1611-ruum. euo.
ULtilft HoiElrf bueuin
housekeeping apartments, by the day
week or month.
Weet
Central.
02b
FOR RENT Two
nice unfurnished
rooms with bath and large sleeping
porch. 816 West Mountain Road. Phone

Five-roo-

oak
ward,

GOOD INVESTMENT

m

J.

FOR SALE Fresh eggs. 1182-w116
East Lewis.
TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWhl
Phone 2413-HFOR SALE Kitchen range, In good

FOR SALE

Houses

FOR SALE

houte.
By owner, four-rooJ"Muiro iuip west eTUIt.
619SouthFlfth.
brick house, on
FOR SALE Guaranteed, Navajo ruga. FOR SALE
208 Bouth Arno.
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap. (2 FOR SALE small rooming house; long
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
Buuth Walter, phone 2.U4-FOR SALE One 8600 diamond ring; will FOR SALE OR RENT Furnished or
house. Apply 621 East
S"ll cheap. 117 Bouth First.
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
FOR
SALE
Good
65c per month.
tiouse, garPhone 1949-age and small grocery.
Can at tit
NAVAJO RUliS Positively at cost. 117 South Seventh.
North Mulberry, phone 1730-FOR SALE On easy terms, six room
FL '. SALE Winter dog
two
house,
modern bungalow; will take good lots
pairs new feather pillows. 710 West or real estate
paper. Phone 20 4 0 W.
Lead.
FOR SALE By owner, new m(7dnBlx-rooFOR SALE Edison machine and forty-fiv- e
house, near Robinson park, J.60
records; good as new.
Phone
mono 1S2U-i" per momn.
2404-JFOR BALE Five-rooframe, muueru,
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and 6
convenient for two families; large lot;
with gang plows. Hardware Depart- east front; highlands.
Phone 166D-ment J Korbei ft Co. .
FOR BALE By "owner, T18 West Coal,
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 8
of plnons, 16c the pound. Robert
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
1114 West Central.
FOR SALE Office furniture, desk, safe, FOR SALE OR RENT Six branu new
four-rooadding machine,
etc.;
typewriters,
houses, corner Ninth and
reasonable
Call phone 701-Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. Thete terms. See F. H. Strong, or U C. Ben-nct- t.
Phones 75 or 145.
is only una place to obtain It Albu
querque Dairy Association. Phone 861.
FOR BALL; Account leaving city, furnished or unfurnished
modFOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage chee&e; also fresh milk In gallon ern house; ecreened porches, nicely arWest Central,
ranged for two families.
lots. Bwaynes Dairy, phone ltfl 6 M.
near park.
phone owner, 2204-FOU SALE Chicken sandwiches, Pig'n
Whistle candles, best loe cream In the FOR BALE By "owner, flve-roo- u
and
We deliver
large front porch, modern bungalow,
free.
city.
College Inn,
In
residence
good
241.
east
section;
phone
lront,
lawn and trees. In very best condition;
iKND a genuine NAVAJO HC'J cr GER
would sacrifice foi quick sals; leaving
MAN'i'OVVN PILLOW TOP h..me lor town.
1486-Phone
Christmas; bargains at luOS ' East CenFoR BALE House, fou
rooms and
tral, phone 14111-glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, front and
BUTTER Ask your
grocer for Albuback
big basement; furnace; comquerque Dairy Association butter; if pletelyporch;
large lot; this Is a
your grocer can not supply you, call at geod buy;furnished;terras.
Address box C,
easy
1
the dairy,
North Second.
care Journal.
SOFT "SPOTS Heel and arch cushions BY OWNER,
bouse In
modern
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firetroubles, (1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. place, large
screened
three
porches,
408
F. Keleher Leather Co..
West Central. light,
airy bed rooms with extra
FOR SALE Fine apples, by tho box; closets, fronts east on large lot Urge
Uh
Jon. thans, Roman Beauties, Ark&nsaw lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
Black, Canoe, Ben Davis, Wine Sapps. condition;
term
If
desired.
Phone
or call Wm. Dolde, 706 1877-Phone' 1628-South Broadway
FOR SALE 818 East Santa Fe avenue.
FOR SALE Fresh corn-fe- d
Four room frame house, furnished and
pork; whole
or half hog; half will average about partly modern, glassed sleeping porch,
seventy pounds; 18o a pound, w. B. price 11.800, 8600 cash and fii month,
Hicks, phone 250, J. C. Penney Store.
including Interest at
per cent. 617
East Santa Fe avenue, three room house,
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
furnished and
GOOD tor all kinds of roofs, $1 per galmodern; price
partly
lon.
The Masano Co,, 110 South 81,200, 40O cash, 320 month. Including
Owner.
Open to all agents.
WaAiut, phone 1S34 J. Try a built up Interest.
Geo, Kirby, 4134 Qulvaa street, Denver,
roof, will last as long as the building.
Colo.

FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
E.ectric Railway, below par. Dr. K.
L. Uuat, N. T. Armljo building.

WANTED
WANTED-Adob- e

Position

'
laying" by the day Vr

H. C. Richardson.
by contract.
WANTED
Situation as private or camp
cook. N. Perslch, Hotel Angelus.
I DO general house cleaning and flur
J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-R- .
waxing.
PRACTICAL NURSE
wants position)
charges reasonable, Mrs. Barter, 804

Modern apartment, close In, fine
location, completely furnished,
over $300.00 per month. Let
us show you thin, also
cottage, hardwood floors, heat,
15,500.00.

200 West Gold

WANTED

Cattle

tibrsuKVtwo

a"ertses

FfAtUM

eVICf7NC.

Steam heat apartments fronting open court that faces Highland Park. Roof garden with
best view in city. Garages.
Ready for rent about March.
Sen J. A. HAMMOXD, Agt.
821
Silver.
Pnono 1522--

$6500

THIS YULETIDE SEASON
HAVE YOU A HOME?
If not, why not decide to have
one now? Get your University
Heights lot today. Tomorrow it
may be sold. We sell 'em every
day.
DANDY INVESTMENT,
You never miss $10 cash and
$10 per month. Later on if you
must leave town or do not wish
to build they always sell.

$6500

Buys

Four brand new. newly furnished houses in University
Heights. Three are rented for
$100.00 per month, owner occupying other. A rare bargain
for some one with the ready
cash. Act quick,

HOUSES FOR RENT

FRANKLIN & CO,

Life Is Service.
We Render Both Gladly.
Second and Gold Avenue.

Phone

g40

Miscellaneous
lu

lu.d.

Phone

2409-R-

FOR (caking and serving dinners and
parties, phone 1689-n oves
polished an itt up. Ervm
Bedding Co., phone 471.
liAULl.NO of all kinds done.
Joe Coro-

na, phone 1820-SCAVE.NUER
AND GENEHAL HAULING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith.
722 East Iron, phone 2399-EXPERT PIANO TUNINO and player

piano repairing. James Duran, phone
1920 New York.
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals;
also welders' supplies and carbide for
sale. N. M. 81 eel Co.. Inc.. phone 1947-WANTED
Secondhand furniture
and
trunks. We buy everything in houBe-hol- d
Max's Bargain Blore, 216
goods.
South First.
Phone 868.
MAX BAHUAI.N STORE, at 315 South
will
First,
psy the highest prices for
your second-banclothing, shoes and
Phone 858.
(urnlture.
1974--

RUU CLEAN 1KS
MATTRESSES
renovated. 83 60 and

ap
furniture repaired and packed. Ervm
Bedding Co., phone 47).
BETTER DCJKAK FINISHING It is
better, Return postage paid on mall
orders, Ths Barnuin studio, 219 fa West
Central, Albuquerque, N, M.
CLEANING PAPER and kalsomlne, waxing floors, house and window cleaning,
and all kinds of repair work; work guaranteed. John Goorlson, phone 6.14-WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing
Twice dally service.
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Ilanna
ft Hanna. Master Photographers.
ALB UQ t ' E R QU E "VflNVO W C L E A N I N G
Cf. .
Windows cleaned and
floors
and houses
scrubbed; stores, offices
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest
work.
Postofflce box 101, A. Granone;
leave your calla American Grocery, phone
253.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
Seven room brick house,
fine corner, 60x142, Second
street, close in, $5,000
$250
cash and $50 a month, interest
included.
Three room
frame house,
new, near shops, nearly one
acre of alfalfa, $2,100 $200
cash and $35 a month.
Two room and sleeping porch
new, partly furnished, Highlands, $1,450 $100 cash and
$20 a month.
Four room, five minutes from
P. O., $1,800,. $175 cash and
$25 a month.
New three room frame house
and S. P., furnished. Highlands,
$1,500
$600 cash and $30 a
month.
Three room frame house,
large cultivated lot. Lowlands,
$1,450
$100 cash and $30 a
month.
Three room frame close In,
Lowlands, $1,650 $50 cash and
$20 a month.
Three room adobe house, and
S. P., In Paris addition, $1,800
$100 cash and $40 a month.
Two adobe houses on big lot,
near shops, $1,400 $100 cash
and $25 a month.
Five rooms and bath, corner
brick house, close in North
$250
Fourth street, $4,250
cash and $40 a month.
Two rooms, new adobe house,
$250 cash and $25 a
$1,250
month.
Klx room frame, furnished,
cash
$200
$1,300
Highlands,
and $30 a month.
Three room adobe
house.
Highlands, $800 $45 cash and
$20 a month.
Four room adobe
house,
North Arno, 1$,100; $50 cash,
and $20 a month.
.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
A I i'OHN tin.

JOIKN

IV. HILSOS!

Attorney.
Phone 1153-PHYWICIAM4
AM BOsK.ltOa,

Ho. roe 18, 17 and 19, Cromwell
Building.
UK. 8. L. Ut HTON,

Diseases of tn

Suite.
Harnett
8. C. CI.AKKE,

IK.
Hy, Kar,
Barnett Building.

.io

Slomnch.
Building.

and Thront
Phone 838.

Office Hours
to 13 a m., and 2 to

S

p. 'm.

MAROAIthT CAKTtVRKillT!
Office Oram Bldg., Room 18. Phone
Residence 1123 East Central
Phone 571.
DR.

W. M. SHERIDAN.

BTS.

M. D.

Practice Limited to
GENITO - URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES, OF THE SKIN
Wasaerninn

Citizens

Laboratory In Connection.
Bn nk Bldg. Phono 880.

CHIROPRACTORS
Chiropractor.

19 and 20 Armljo Building.

FOR RENT
un

Apartments

ItLl Unfurnished apartment, 10
month. 824 West Iron.
FOR RENT Furnished, two rooms, bath
and 2 large sleeping porchea.
1117
East Central.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
72 4 South Second.
FcfR RENT Three furnished houseksop-ln- g
rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
porch. 1004 Forrester.
FOR RENT A sunny furnished apartment of three rooms, bath and screened
porch. 401 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment,
strictly modern; no children.
726 South Edith.
Two rooms and Bleeping
FOR HE.S
porch, unfurnished; private entrance;
no small children. 209 North Walnut.
Three-rooFOR RENT
apartment,
modem, completely furnished, close in;
water paid. Phone 640 or 907; no
1

Mule.
Pianist for dances, immediAddrees
J. R care Journal.
ately.
'
F I R E M EN!"b R A K E M E N,b 'eg fn n'era 9 16 o"
later 8260 monthly. Write Railway, care
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE.
Journal.
40U W, Copper Ave. Phone 79.
K.ofl.Ol'ME.Vr OFFICE We furnish all
kinds of help. Try our service. 110
FOR RENT Entirely separate
apartSouth Third, phone 354-ment, In private home; suitable for two
First-clas- s
WANTED
automobile elecadults who desire quiet; best looatlon.
trician and repair man. Reply by let- For Rent-Room- s
with Board Phone 956-ter only. Address T. H. S., care Journal.
RENT Furnished
three rooms,
ROOM AND BOARD, alt conveniences. FOR
WANTED
Twenty extra fcoys with biprivate bath and slesplng porch; heat,
611 South Broadway.
water and light furnished.
cycles, noeded for December 24 and 25;
Apply 1005
leave name and address at Western Un- FOR RENT Room and board; 110.60 a West Central.
week. Phone 1720-ion Office.
three-roofurTwo
RENT
and
NICELY
furnished luon. with bosrd; foil
FemiTe
nished apartments, hot and i ld wat,r
no sick. 1017 Forrester. and steam heat: light and
family;
private
809
WANTED
paid.
telephone
Cook. Apply
West Copper.
ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch. 421 South Broadway.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl.
adjoining bath. 1638 East Central.
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
Laundry.
ACCOMMODATE
one gentleman
porch, completely furnished; one and
WANTED Olrl for general housework, CAN
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
convalescent. Apply Casa de Oro, .13 one-ha- lf
Apply 400 West Lead.
70S West Silver.
West Gold.
WANTED- - Girl for general housework.
Room and sleeping porch FOR RENT By January 1, a three-rooRENT
FOR
Apply 823 North Thirteenth.
with board. 215 Stanford, University
furnished apartment, all modern with
WANTED Girl for housework, for short Height
private bath and Bleeping porch; light
time. Apply 620 Luna boulevard.
FOR RENT Large furnished room with and water paid. Adults only. 204 North
WANTED Girl for general housework;
tame board; rates for two people.
u Walter.
810 North Thirteenth.
South Fourth.
good wages.
MONEY TO LOAN
WANTED Maid for general housework. JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
few
reservations now MuNJil lu LOAN on watches, diaApply mornings, 823 West Copper.
healthseekers;
Phone 2238-J- .
WANTED Woman for general house- available.
monds, guns and everything raluaDle.
706 West F - R RENT
Room an
work; must be good cook.
sleeping porch. Mr. B. Marcus, 313 8outh First.
Lead.
vlth board for convalescent!; gentle- MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
WANTED Stenographer. Address post-offi- men only; private home. Phone 2148-and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, conbox 661, giving experience and HOME BOARDING HOUSE Nice, warm fidential.
Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st
salary expected
eleeplng rooms; good home cooking. CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaWANTED Girl for washing dishes and 904 South Third; short walk from station.
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan ib,
housework; must speak English. 611 FOR RENT Nlce""rooms""with sleeping automobiles. Lowest
rates. Rothman'a
South Broadway.
porches, with board, for convalescents. 117 South First Bonded to the state.
A reliable girl or woman for M.s. Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone
WANTED
general housework. Call 1013 South 628.
Broadway or phone 2140-MODE UN
ACCOMMODATIONS
for
TIME CARDS
A cook In a family of four;
WANTED
healthseeker, tn country home; special
Mrs. D. care given to bed patient; close to car
good wages tn right party.
line. Address Box 224, city.
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESEARN BOARD
Room and 810 month
for tubercular
while attending school; catalogue free. A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
convalescents; graduate nurse In atMackay Business College, 90614 South
tendance: rates by the week or month.
Main, Los Angeles.
Call 2400-JWANTEI -- Ladles all over NVw Mexuo
RENT B urnished room with boarl,
to take orders for my medallion,; good FOR
WESTBOUND
Dally.
first-clas- s
home cooking, for two gen- Train.
pay. Write ne for particulars.
Harry
Arrive.
Depart.
tlemen; private entratce, $11 per week, No, 1 The Scout.... 1:30 pm 1:30
Re a, 605
orth Second,
pra
Albiqu'rqut,
345 per month; all conveniences.
702
New Hexloo.
No. 8 Calif. Llmlted.l0:30 am 11:00 am
South Third.
No. 1 Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:20 am
Mnle and Female.
NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS, with No. I The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
SOUTHBOUND.
3130 monthly, first class dining rooms, with best of No. 19 El Paso
government posttlons.
10:10 pra
It. Terry (former Civil Service examiner), home cooking.
Mrs . Hlgglns,
222H No, 27 El Paso Exp
11:1 am
Exp
R. Terry, (former Civil Service exmalner) East Central.
Occidental Uulldlng.
EASTBOTJND.
28 Continental Bldg., Washington, D, C.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. No. I The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates, No. 4 Calif. Limited. 8.00 pm 4:40 pm
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
817.50 to 92a per week; Includes private No. 8 B. F. Eight.. 7:26 pm 8:10 pra
with sleeping porch, connected to No. 10 The Scout.... 1:20 am 1:60 am
FC1 SALE Six Rhode Island hens Mi room
FROM SOUTH.
one rooster.
1002 East street, phone bsth and toilets medical care, medicines,
general nurslref; excellent meals, tray No. 38 From El Paso 8:85 pro
J65.
no extras. All rooms have steam No. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
service;
WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
No. 80 connect! at Telen with No. 11
all kinds. Phone 862-802 Soulh W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent,
Phone for Clevis, Feces Valley. Kana- - City and
uroaflway.
491.
G
Oast.
FOR SALE Entire stock puro hred H. C.
No, 19 connect, at TleUa with No. 11
R. I. Rede, breeding pens r singles;
FOR
SALE
Estate
Real
Clovls and points east and south
from
also a fine
lot of bronse
turkeys. Mo.
n . . .r
U 1' Tl - - . . :
FOR BALE Fine 50 foot lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J. A. HamRED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
mond, 824 Bast Sliver.
K. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
cockerele for breeding, fresh ground green
hone.
413 West Atlantic, phone 1483-FOR BALE All kinds of nice young
hens, reasonable; also springs, duc'ts,
801 South
geese, turkeys. Phone 862-Broadway.
"MOUNTAIN VIEW" S. C. R. I. Rids,
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels for
sale. Book orders now, for BABY
Seven-roo- m
CHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern la
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 230 North
every
respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
Hlgh
Terms.
Sacrifice.
Will Be Sold
W'AN'TED

EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage, Paint,
Floor Paint, Hoot Paint and Cement. Sat802-isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- South Third.
1057-WANTED
Position as pastry cook or
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for er Co.. 408 West CentraL uhone
meat cutter; experienced. 1103 South
gentleman; steam heat, bath adjoinAUTOMOBILE,
Third.
423 bouib
ing, close In. Phone 1761-Third.
WILL pay cash for used Fords," " 224 MIDDLE AGED AMERICAN,
married
man wants work of any kind. C
North High.
WOODWORTH
Newly
furnished, nice,
Halstead. 1 3 15 South Edith.
clean rooms and housekeeping apart- EXPERT
Radiator
Repairing, o.
Metal Works, 216 North Third. WE AUDIT. ''CHECK! OFEJI. CLOSE and
ments, by da), week or month. 812
Bouth Third.
WILLIAMS 4k ZANU,
keep oooks.
Bulcli souring car"
5
FOR "BALE
first-clas- s
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
Co., room 6 Mellnl building. Phone 701-condition. Bond-Dillo- n
with or without sleeping purch; suit- city.
OPEEXPERIENCED COMPTOMETER
able for one or two geutlemen; close In. FOR SALE Some extia
RATOR want
Inventory work; have
good used cars; machine.
416 South Third.
care
Address
I.
Journal.
S.,
J,
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., (08
West Central.
NURSE wants position, nuralng and keepSAUt Livestock
ing house for Invalid or healthseeker;
FOR SALE Ford roadster, good conditwo years' experience In hospital. AdFhone
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey now.
tion, 8160; come and see, after t dress
N. C. care Journal.
240S-RoBoutn First
o'clock, or Sundays.
WANTED
Position as store manager or
FOR HALE Bucks, does and frying FOR SALE Oldamoblle six. In excelIn grocery, dry goods, or gensalesman
West
710
or
Lead.
rabbits.
lent condition; a bargain; oash
store;
eral,
.488-mining camp or counprefer
1304
West
terms.
Central,
phone
Fresh
SALE
FOR
young cow, giving
years old, In
try town; am thirty-eigthree gallons milk. 717 Bouth Arno. FOR BALE Will sell Chevrolet touring good
rd have had fifteen years'
health
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford experience aa manager and salesman In
FOR BALE Milk goat, cheap; also two
802 South Broadway.
Rhode Island rooster a Call ut 116 runabout.
the general mercantile business; can and
West Silver, phone 678.
FOR SALE Ford light truck, 1150; one-to- n will do anything that Is to be done In a
6
worm
1300,
Ford truck,
store; can show clean past record and
drive;
FOlt SALS! Two horses, two oolts, 100
1660.
116 furnish any references which may be rechlckt.ni and good collie dog, cheap. light Bulck, 4E80; Bulck
Gold.
West
quired. Addreaa M. C K... care Journal.
Mr. Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
COMPANY for
FOt SALE Ten head of Missouri mules, SEE McINTOSH AUTOused
BUSINESS CHANCES
used tires, all alien,
parts; Maxten head of work horses and mares
and twelve head of Holstain and Jersey well, Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers oars. FOR BALE
Oarage, best location In
milk cows, for sale cheap or will trade on 60S West Central.
town.
Phone' 879.
town lots.
Cowe at corner of Mountain FOR SALE A
used Dodge Brothers FOR SALE Small
grocery and
road and Fourth; miles and horses at
touring car; also a Ford touring; terms
Call at 318 SouthSeventh.
dwelling.
or 4i. can be arranged.
Co., Auto
Bell'a Livery Stable. Phone S42-J. Korber
FOR SALE A meat market; everything
Department, phone 783.
Call at 1105 East Central,
omplete.
FOR SALE
WANTED USED CARS
phone 765-WE PAT CASH for used cars of any FOR BALE One of
FOR" SALE 5'wo
the tost business
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
properties In Albuquerque. 218 South
chairs, one kitchen table, and several odd Garage, 600 Bouth Second.
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
chairs. 406 West Central.
FOR SALE Ranches
FOR BALE Morris chair, china cabinet,
OPPORTUNITY is offered) for Invest- kitchen cupboard, dressers and large FOR SALE Forty-aci- e
alfalfa ranch,
ment In local commercial enterprise;
stock of high-grad- e
used
furniture,
four mil s from city. Inquire 460 Weet safe and profitable. Address Postofflce
Onld."
box 314, Albuquerque, N. M.
priced right. 326 Bouth First.
FOR 8ALE At a bargain, five secondFOR BALE One bedstead, mattress and FOR BALE Sheep
ranch, three-roonew house, near main ditch and pub-ll- o
hand pool tables and one billiard table,
springs, sanitary couch and pad, gas
flrat-claCall
second-hand
seven
town.
of
In
miles
south
arm
road,
condition; also one twelve-forange,
chair, good
soda fountain, A- -l oondltton. In
sewing machine; all In good condition; at l:tl3 South Fourth.
120
Silver.
West
at
never used by tick. 207 North Arno.
FOR SALE Country home, stucon house. quire
seven rooms, steam heated, electric BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
mercantile business, located on railranch; In alfalfa and
FOR RENT Ranches Mas light,; on e
orchard, Aderesa Postnfflce box 177, r road. Will sell for value of Improvements
FOR
RENT OR HALE Eighty-acr- e
24D7-RCnod reason for selling.
alone.
If Inphone
ranch, four-roohouse, seven miles
adterested tn good-slse- d
ranch, two miles dress postofflce box 638, proposition,
east of town; 'fireplace, water and tele- FOR SALE Four-acr- e
Albuquerque.
PAINTING
from postofflce, on main ditch; Irubie
phone. Call at 1106 East Central, phoie
chicken houses, t nils,
766-house, garage,
,
W'H :.N YOU consider painting, phone
PAINTING PAPERING
blooded chickens and turkeys; also fur1547-estimates furnished free; all
' .
WHEN considering painting, paperhang-In- g work guaranteed; no Job too large.
MATTRESS RENOVATING niture; terms Phone 1416-Jor kalsomlnlng, call 884, or call at
U A TTREfea REnTVaTINU.
IJ.Ell atlu up.
PERSONAL
307 East Central, for Hanson
Powere,
'
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
first-clas- s
Rug oleanlng, furniture repairing, furpainters and paperhangera;
niture packing. Fauna 471. Ervla Bed- B AR"BERForHvTuhmiies." i'hTuslS. we guarantee all our work; no Job too FOR RENT Private garage. 1224 East
Journal Want Ads bring results. bis or too email.
ding Company.
.
.
Central.
USE

NTL

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phone 657

W, fl. McMILLION,

WANTED

V

PARK VIEW COURT

modern new home,
floors, fireplace; Fourth

FOR SALE
Desirable building lots in all
parts of the city.
We also have a large and
complete listing of homes for
sale on easy payments. Call
on us today.
J. D, KELEHER, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

built-i-

PROM

A BARGAIN
Two frame houses on East Santa Fe, one four rooms and
porches, the other two rooms
and porches, on good sized lot,
are both in good condition, revenue $45.00 per month, will sell
for 12,800; $800 cash balance
$20 per month Including interest. See

1921

FOR RENT

To Husbands,

,

12'2G

.......

FOR SALI
at a

Frontage

Easy

P.F.
Ground Floor
I

Cromwell
1

Building.
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PIITIHE

NOW THAT WE'VE HEARD OF O'CONNELL,
HERE'S MAN WHO DISCOVERED THE LAD

2.146 KIDDIES

T0DAY

MEET SANTA

IBCK

m mm

IN

Mere Than 4,000 Presents
Are Distributed From the
Big Tree at tho Corner of
the Elks Home.

DEATH"

of tlie Texas Rangers vtliese first rule was to get
at once where tho troiilik" was alone, if liolp could not l)o
enlisted and wltliout loss of time.
A story

Albuquerque Klks gladdened the
hearts of 2,14(1 children yesterday
when the Elk Santa Clans, who officiated at the big Christmas tree
ADM ISSION'
IlKGl'LAK
at the corner of the Elks' home,
passed out 4.2H2 Christmas presents. Every one of the more than
two thousand children received a
sack of candy, nuts and
largo
PRE-WENTORfruit direct from the hands of
Y
Santa and those children
who
might ho In need of clothing, were
Coal Supply Co- - Phono 4 and 5.
each given some article of wearing
William Black, pressman at the
apparel.
Morning Journal, received a severs
Tho Christmas tree celebration
All Merchandise in .Stock
injury early yesterday morning
was the lnrgest ever held in
ST
k
when his fingers caught between
At Greatly Reduced Prices
At 1:30 o'clock the Elks Scout Bob Connery of the Giants
two rollers of the press.
giving Jimmy O'ConncII come
inarched from the home to the Y.
Ramon racheeo, of Grlegos, was
M. C. A. where they met Santa In
fatherly advice on how to prep
himself for the big show.
injured yesterday when the front
lus sleigh drawn by four black
S3
wheel came off of his autohorses and escorted by four atmobile. He was wrought to a loThe news dispatchos recently
tendants.
This was tho point In
cal hospital by Fred
Crollott's
o celebration when Albuquerque
have devoted many lines to the
Music and Jewelry Store
ambulance.
children realized that something
purchase of Jimmy O'ConneJI,
Save costs of a suit Yy paying
117 b. First St.
was going to happen
Phone 917-- J
for their star
outfielder and firBt baseman
your poll tax this week. Pav nt
benefit.
especial
State National bank or at the High
of the San Francisco club, by the
Hundreds of the youngsters Joinschool.
ed the procession and Santa drove Giants for the sum of
'jLlLi
$75,000.
There Is an undelivered telegram I
buck to the Elks' home with an Little has been
at the Postal Telegraph office for
said about how
the Shrine band.
additional
ewort,
I
Alex Derose.
"
A
A
pathway was made through the the Giants came to get track of
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 644-thousands of persons around tho O'Connell and then decided to
Bard Ferrall, son of Mrs. J. r.
Christmas tree and Santa was pay the record price for him.
Fcrrall, of the Indian school,
"It" Theater "After the Show," escorted to the platform. One at But Bob Connery,
playplayed guard on tho Kemper Mil- a William do Miilo
a
er and now "Ivory Hunter'7 for
time, the children were introproduction but
team a Paramount
basketball
itary academy
reto
him
duced
then
and
each
with
an
the
picture,
Giants, is the man rcspon-Bibl- e
which defeated the Sedalla Y. M.
east, is being repeated today ceived a Christmas treat. The cefor the deal
C. A. team last week by a score o(
more than 'two
ai.so repeating lebration lasted
for
Inst
the
time;
23 to IS.
the Thirteenth," n two-re- hours.
"Friday,
full
truck load,
Factory wood,
Aside from the children who reand Ferdie comedy, and
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company. a reelPercy
or two of "Current Events" ceived their presents from the tree MYSTERIOUS SILENCE
Phone 91.
a
large number of sick nnd cripDEAD
OF WORLD WAR VET IS
8. Baca, superintendent
of pictures.
Theater Repeating the R. pled children were visited through
schools of Valencia
county, his A. Lyric
the
baskets
with
and
day
presented
SOLVED BY A LETTER
Walsh Serenade," wilh Miriam
wife, and Mr. and Mrs. M. Chavez,
of candy, toys and clothing. Fifty- Cooper and George Walsh as the five
are here visiting their brother-in-lawere also provided
families
also
stars;
(Hy The Afmneiuted Press.)
Herman G. Chavez, who was principal
presenting wilh large baskets
ON TRACK
containing
a two-reHutchinson, Kans., Dec. 25. A
"Torchys Frame-Up,- "
badly Injured last Monday.
more
nature.
of
a
things
practical
letter
from
the
far
comedy.
north
brought
The
nnd many of the a solution of
siPn.stimo Theater
Buck Jones, a other clothing
articles wero
and lence of the the mysterious
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
past year of Paul
thriller, is again at tho Pastime as the remainder weredonated
purchased
veteran
of
tho
war.
world
Baker,
the
star
in
leading
"Hiding With through the "empty
IS GIVEN BY PUPILS
stocking" It informed his parents, Mr. and
Death;" aluo repeating the reel nf fund
which was raised
the Mrs. J. E. Baker of this
AT SEDILLA SCHOOL fox isews' pictures,
and "Hy the two local newspapers. through
city, who
had not seen their son since he
Sad Sea Waves,"
with
Harold
A man
believed to be W. M.
went
abroad
years
eight
ago, that
tinder the direction of Joseph R. Lloyd.
he died last May among Strang Coats of Lynndyl, Utah, was found
Gallegos, teacher at the Sedillo
ers, irom results or his war dead on the railway tracks at Slate
school, the children enjoyed the THRILLS API.ENTV IV
"A ITER THE SHOW,"
wounds, in northern Alberta prov avenue
OW
following program Friday afterearly yesterday morning.
inco,
Canada.
AT
THE "U" THEATER
noon before starting their Christ
is thought to have been struck
was one or tnree soldier He Santa
mas holiday:
Fe train No. 9. A letter
by
sons of Mr. and Mrs. linker. Ches was
The film fan who likes an adChristmas Pong The class.
found in his pocket which was
DIIMGSAUn
ter w. served in the machine gun addressed
The Coming of Christ (reading) mixture of thrills, love, sentiment
to W. M. Coats and was
company of the 137th infantry. written by B. L. Vancll, Lynndyl,
Jesus Jaramillo.
and drama In his picture fare, will
Thirty-fift- h
in
division,
France,
Twinkle Little Star not be
Twinkle,
believed to be Coats'
with tho menu
and Harry J. in the medical corps. Vtah. who is Mr.
Vancil was noti
and first provideddisappointed
(song) Kindergarten
for him by William
When the war broke out in 1914, fied of the accident
IFI
grade.
by
Strong
was
Paul
in
He
enlisted
England.
Paramount producer, In his
Bells (recitation)
Christmas
Brothers, who wero summoned by
ns
an
American
In
volunteer
the
latest
"After the
production,
to take charge of the
Agustina Gutierrez.
"Queen's Roys" regiment in Liver- telephone
Show," which is showing at the
Columbia (song) Tho class.
pool.
"B" theater for tho last time. Protection
During his four venrs of body.
of Three-Toe- d
Mellnda
Jane (reading)
service he was in many battles and
Every scene has Its own thrill and
Baca.
We deliver any size any
Prints in Red Sandstone was wounded three times on the
Christmas Leaves at Play (reci- from start to finish there isn't an
Marne, again In tho Aisne battle where. Henry Transfer Co.
uninteresting moment for the spectation) Agustln Jaramillo.
Planned
is
River
and
Along
tator.
again at Verdun. The last
A Christmas Wish (recitation)
time he was dangerously wounded, Phone 939.
The scene when Pop, tho old
Juanlta Jaramillo.
By Holyoke C. of C.
twenty-seve- n
door
pieces of shrapnel
stage
The Doll's Christmas (song)
keeper,
played b
being removed from his body.
Charles Ogle, deliberately cuts bis
tn.T The numrlHlril 1'rcM.I
Primary and first grade.
his
OUR
wrist by smashing a champagne
Christmas (recitation) O.
Mass., Dec. 25. Tho Eight pieces which lodged In
Holyoke,
surgeons found it WATCH
bottle, In the hope that he may trail
of the dinosaur in the Con- head and which
beto
save
arc
impossible
remove,
hi3
little
Ring Out Wild Bells (recitation) i what he deems ward Eileen from- necticut valley is to be preserved lieved to have resulted In his
a harmful love nf- if present plans are carried out. In
death, Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
P, Jaramillo,
of tho Santa le lime Service
I Am Going to Hang
My rair, in intensely dramatic in its the red sandstone of "Dinosaur according to the letter recently received
his
by
parents.
Department.
developments.
The blood transfu- Ledge" at Smith's Ferry, on the
Stocking (song)
Primary hoys.
Baker
had
to
sion
to
Alberta
gone
that
follows
is eminently hank of tho Connecticut river, are
Doll Dlologuo Jesun Jaramillo,
a soldier's homestead.
VANN
His
Dtlolda Baca, Pablo Gonzales, A. realistic and novel. The heart in- the three toed prints and the tail take who
lives in England, was to VHtch Inspector. Santo Fe It'y
wife,
terest is compelling and the gayer marks of tho mammoth
Jaramillo.
reptile
Join
him
there.
A
scenes
latfew
months
lend spectacular value to that lived millions of years ago.
America By class.
however, letters ceased to come
the film.
The chambers, of commerce of Hol er,
and
for
more
a
than
year
yoke and Northampton are work his parents .nor his wifn neither
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
heai-r- i
"SFnrcvAni:" phovi s
on a petition for legislative ac- from
ing
him. Tho letter explained
MOVIKS ARi; JMI'ltOVING:
DOINGS
tion looking to preservation of the tnat
Prompt nnd Efficient Service.
SICE I'K Tl in: AT
long Illness, his
hy its inclusion in tho Mount mind during his
jlvkic ledge,
become
having
his
afi'ected,
Tom
State Reservation.
678
E. C. Morgan Is doing the pre"Serenade," an R. A. Walsh-FirDr. Edward Hitchcock, late pres- Identityhiswas unknown. Some tlnwliminary grading to some very exC. A. Hoilges.
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ELMSHOTEL
North First.
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Finest rooms In the state
steam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms,
. Weekly
rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single ami
double $3.00.
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At Old Town Society Hall
Best Dance Music in Town
SANDSTORM ORCHESTRA

MIRIAM COOPER AND GEORGE WALSH
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All Welcome to Have a
Good Time.
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TORCHY Comedy
REGULAR PRICES
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Let Us Send a Man
that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.
To replace

Our window for Christmas bar- day holiday Monday, December
gains in Jewelry. Silverware and and Tuesday, December
Ivory.
at 1505

Heavy Hauling

WISEMAN'S
218 S.

Sand, Gravel, Etc.
2)4 ton truck.

Phone

19p9--

CHRISTMAS EXHIBITION
I will exhibit an Ideal modern
bungalow,
furnished, Christmas

WATCH
WATCH

Second

SHOP
St.

East Central

26,
27,

avenue-com- plete

In every detail.
C. M. BARBER,
115 South Second St., Phone 744.
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TUTOR

not Receive as Complete or a More Personal

Trnln- -

lng Thnn With l a
SECRKTA1UAL, STENOGRAPHIC. HIGHER
ACCOUNTANCY, SALESMANSHIP,
ADVERTISING COURSES
Individual
LltU'I,P,S. '"J000"8.1? d"
Small
of Impractical work, andAttention,
systematic, in- you to meet the supreme
Jn.'h
Business t.,niBB"
World.
'
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Western School for Private Secretaries

TONIGHT
December 28
BEST FLOOR

W

NEW TERM JANUARY 3, 1022
Ila"-nn.nay'
Evening and Speolul Sessions,
lljerng Avenue at Eighth Street.
Telephone

Warmest Hall

y.

DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

901-- J

CERRILLOS EG6 COAL
Fresh Lump

Lime

Price, $11.25 Per

In Bulk Best on the Market.
SUFEIUOlt WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co,
Phonos 4 and 5.

Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and
Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

AT LAST

HAM COAL CO.

IIAGAN COAL

PHONE 91.

On account of not having our
retail yard in readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lump Coal,

De Luxe Cafe

Delivered $11.00 per ton,
IIAGAN COAL MIXES

"The Home of the Best Cooking."

Phone 620

SPECIAL

T77

TURKEY AND CHICKEN DINNER AND

DAfiCE TGiiiGHT

SUPPER, $1.00
Oyster Cocktail
r
RELISHES
of Lettuce with Mayonnaipe

Heart

Celery Hearts.
Sliced Tomatoes

Moonlight

Serenades

.

A
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"

COLLEGE

.

Ripe Olives
Celery'

SOUPS.
Cream of Turkey with Noodles
Chicken Broth with Rice

'

ROASTS

and

T"ke7' Cranberry, Sauce
Young Chicken, Giblet Sauce
VEGETABLES
Puree of Peas
Succotash
Candied Yams
StQlffdJ&un

blocks

Can Make Good Terms,
If you are Intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1919--

.
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SANCHES Mrs. Altagracla
60, died last night at her residence on North Fourth street, after
a short Illness. She Is survived by
three daughters and one son. Funeral arrangements have not been
made. Crollott is In charge.

LAST TIME TODAY

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

SINGER TAXI

J.

son-in-la-

a

were made - glad by Santa Clans
who gave each one a hag of candy.
The program was as follows:
Selection on tho Victrola.
Recitation, "A Story of Christmas"
Nevora Sanchez.
Song, "Christmas Carol" Ten 1st
grade children.
"Pie Drill" Ten first and second
grade pupils.
Recitation, "Talking to Santa"
Trinidad Chavez.
Recitation, "A Happy New Year"
Canda Herrera.
"The Dance of tho Fairies" Nine
Third Grade Girls.
Exercise, "Darning the Christmas
Stockings" Albino Chavez, Mel- eton Herrera.
Recitations
Cecelia Koons, Proco-pi- o
Chavez.
Song, "Silent Night" Upper Grade
i
Boys and Girls.
A Boy's Lament"
Luis Alderete,
Christmas
Bells" Primary
Play, "A Strike In Santa Claus
j..ana.
Characters:
Santa Claus Flornnetn TnrlinnMrs. Santa, Luz Herrera;
Fairy
Demetrln
Youngheart.
Little Girl, Stella Anaya; Jack
Frost, Edward Lohrer; Brownies,
Meleton Herrera, T. J. Henderson;
tallies, Alice Armijo, Suzana Her
rera.
Teachers:
Miss McDonald, prin-ipa- l;
Misses Alice Farrell Alleln
.Sanchez, Louisa Baca, Margaret
Cook, Dolores Garcia.
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HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

The pupils of Atrlsco celebrated

Topics of the Day,
HAROLD LLOYD in "BY THE SAD SEA WAVES"

Theaters Today

k

Christmas Friday afternoon by giv
A largo number
ing a program.
of parents wero present.
After the program, the children
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DESSERT

Green Apple Roll, Vanilla Sauce
Coal Supply nnd Lumber

Company
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Milk

DRINKS

Tea

Coffee
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